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Young Wild Wrist and the Red Ranchcro
OR, THE PLOT TO BURN A SETTLEMENT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-At the Red Ranch.
"Well, he1·e we are, on the old Santa Fe trail,"
said Young Wild West, as he brought his sorrel
stallion, Spitfire, to a halt and turned to his partners and the girls, who were clMce behind him.
hey had just emerged from a rather deep gorge
in a wild part of New Mexico, and the moment the
young deadshot came to the trail he knew exactly
where he was, for he had been that way before,
and a few landmarks were known to him.
"\Vell, Wild, which way are we going, to the
right or to the left?'' the boy's charming sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, asked, as she reined in
her white pony and looked at him, questioningly.
"Well, I don't know as it makes a great deal of
difference, Et," was the reply. "We simply struck
out to hunt up something in the line of excitement and adventure, and I suppose we will be apt
to find it, no matter which way we go. It always
turns out that way, anyhow."
The Bov Hero, who had made himself famous
for his daring deeds and valuable assistance in
p aving the way to civilfaation in parts of the Wild
West where no such thing as law and order existed, removed his sombrero and brushed back his
long, light chestnut hair as he spoke. He certainly
ade a pleasing, not to say dashing, picture as
e ~at upon the back of the splendid sorrel stallion
that had carried him safely through so many
t hrilling escapes. As he had defeated all comers
in the game of quick and accurate shooting, Young
Wild Wes,t had been dubbed the Champion Deads hot of the West, and it seemed that the title was
bound to stick to ltim. He had been born to be
a leader, too, it seemed, and Cheyenne Charlie, the
well-known Indian fighter and GoYernmem, scout,
t h-0ugh fully ten years his senior, was proud to
p roclaim him his leader and adviser.
It was the same way with Jim Dart, though he
w as but a boy, born and bred in Wyoming, and
about the same age as our hero. He was never
h appier than when following the dashing young
deadshot on his perilous horseback 1·ides in search
of adventures that thrill, while at the same time
ver bent on assisting those who were worthy of
it a nd punishing the guilty. Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart we1·e commonly known as Young
Wild VVest's partners, and the "girls," for such

they always called them, were Arietta Murdock,
the young deadshot's golden-haired sweetheart ·
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie. and Eloil"~
Gardner, the s~·eetheart of J im Dart. Thev always haa two Chinamen with them in the capacitv
of cook and handy man. Thev were brother;
named Wing Wah and H op Wah. At the tim~
of which we write, this particular portion of the
old S1;l'lta f"e trail was still much in use ·by travel ers. smce 1t was not very close to a railroad .
"Well," said the !boy, after hP had thought it
over for a minute, "I rE>rkon we'll turn to the left
and ride along until night. We may fall iJ, with
some one, and there is no telling whether it will
be a friend or foe. But it makes little difference,
since Charlie has been declaring ever since resterday that thin gs are getting altogether · too
tame. If we should happen to run across a gang
of outlaws or road a gents, we will have something
to do."
Lt was toward the close of a bright October clay,
and though the sun had beerl shining fiercely all
d_ay long, there was now a breeze which drew
through the gorge and made it quite cooling.
" Jog up the pack-horses a little, Hop," Wild
called out, as he turned to the left and rode along
the trail at an easy canter, Arietta close to his
side.
Cheyenne Charlie and his wife came next, an<l
not far behind them were Jim Dart and Eloise.
The two Chinamen did as they were told, and soon
the little cavalcade, which looked picturesque in
the extreme, as the gay colors the girls wore
blended wit.h the buckskin suit.s O'f our hero and
his partners, as well as with the Oriental costumes
of the two heathens. struck up a smarter pace.
At one side of the trail the country was thickly
wooded, while at the other the hills arose, some of
them forming curious shapes, while great rocks of
red sandstone, as well as those of other sorts,
reared themselves here and there like grim sentinels guarding the famous old pathway of the early
pioneers. When they had ridden along for perhaps an hour, as they came to the top of a ridge
they suddenly beheld what seemed to be a new
ranch house and buildings located close t o the
trail .
"HE>llo!" exclai:rr.ed Young Wild West, turning
to his companions. "That ran ch wasn' t t!1ere a
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year arro 1'11 b<> roun<l. T :1m ,ure we r."mP. along
this way at about that time, and there was no
such thhP" as a nrnch anywhere in th's vicinih·."
"Well. ,T s'pose there ai11't nothin' stranr-e ab()ut
ft, ·wild," the scout itn!S'\'erecl. as he shaded h· ~ eyPs
with his hand and took a look ahead. "There's
mighty good gralin' land around here, yer know."
The ranch was probably a ri1ile a,wav when they
first saw it, so it was not long before they rode up
to it and came to a halt. Then they all saw that
the sign read as follows:
"The Red Ranch.
"Accommmodations for Man and,.,Beast."
Hop Wah, who was very often called Young
Wild West's Clever Chinee, could read qu ite a
little English, and when he made out what the
sign meant he gave a nod and f:aid:
"Lat allee light. Maybe me allee ,amee g-ittee
lillee dlop of tanglefoot. Me gottee um velly bad
painee, so be."
"Yes, I reckon you have got a pain all right,
heathen," sneered the scout. for he was ever ready
to take up anything the Chinaman sai<l, probably
because he had been verr often made the butt of
Hop's joking. "You wouldn't have thoug-ht about
havin' that pain if you hadn't gat ther idea that
you could vit a drink of tang!cfoot here. But it's
all right. There ain't no use in tellin' yer that yer
can't have it, 'cause you would be boun<l ter have
your way, anyhow."
At this juncture the front door of the house
opened ard a tall, muscular-looking- man, whose
hair and beard were very red, made his appearance. He also wore a flaming red shirt, while his
!belt was of red leather.
"How are yer, strangers?" he called out, plea~aptly, and then it was that our hero took particular notice fuat his eyes were almost jet black and
showed upin strange contrast to his hair and
beard. His face was swarthy, too, and altogether
he presented a somewhat peculiar appearance.
"How about keeping us here over night?" Wild
asked, though it must be confessed that he had not
formed anything like a liking to the individual in
the doorway.
"That's what I am here for, boy. I built this
ranch for t,wo purposes. One was ter raise cattle
for ther market, an' ther other was ter make
what I could from ther travelers what rorne along
ther trail. You sartinly are welcome, an' you'll
find that my charges are moderate. Wait! I'll call
my man an' he'll show yer where yer kin put up
your horses. Ther ladies kin come right on in.
My wife will see to their wants right away."
The boy quickly dismounted and assisted his
sweetheart to the ground. Then the rei,t were not
long in leaving the saddle, with the exception of
"the two Chinamen, who were holding the halters
of the pack-horses. The proprietor of the ranch,
for such they knew he must surely be, disappeared
into the house and soon returned with a sneakylooking man, who was, no doubt, a halfbreed Indian.
"Show ther gents where ter put up their horses,
Jack," the man in red said. "I'll call ther missus."
Again he went inside, and waiting until they
saw him reapppear with a rather stout woman of
a kind and motherly appearance, Wild and his
partners tu~·ned and led their horses after the two

Chinamen, who had already started to follow the
man servant. The girls were welcomed warmly
by the woman, who invited them to come right
into the house. They did so. and then ;,he began
bustling- about, trying to make it as plea~ant ancl
attractive for them as she could. Rut there ,vas
something about her that struck Arietta particu-'
larly as 'being rather odd. The fact was that wnil•
she was trying to be pleasant, she seemed to be
possessed of some sort of fear.
'''Have yer come far. girls?" she asked, as she
paused before leaving the room.
"Quite a long distance," Arietta answered, for
she generally acted as the spokesman when only
Anna and Eloise were with her.
"Yer must be tired, then."
"Well, not so very tired. We are used to it, you
see. We spend about all our time in riding horseback, you know."
"ls that i;,.o?" and the woman seemed to be interested.
"Oh, yes. If we get a pretty good :;,.upper and a
good place to sleep, we will be ready to-morrow
mornfog- to go on again."
"Well, 1'11 see to it that you g·it a mighty good
supper. I'm called a mighty good cook, ~,ou know,
an' I'm proud of it. Our sleepin' ac<'ommodations
is all riv-ht, too, an' I hope an' trust that you'll all
sleep well."
Her face clouded slightly a:;,. she said this, and
as though she feared it might be noticed, she
turned abruptly and left the room.
"Girls," said Arietta, in a whisper, as she leaned
toward her t,vo companions, "there is something
wrong about this place, I am sure of it. I must
tell Wild my suspicions."
A few minutes later Wild and his two partners
joiner! the girls in the sitting-room of the house.
"Well, Et, what do you think of this place?" our
hero asked, in a low tone of voiee, for he contd see
that his sweetheart was anxious to tell him something-..
"I was just telling Anna and Eloise that I am
sure there is something wrong about this ranch,
Vl'ild," she answered.
"Well, I think th11t. too. I have made up my
mind to find out what it is."
"'!'he ranchman is a scoundrel, I am sure."
"No doubt of it, little girl."
"And his wife is in fear of him, too."
,
"All right. Let it !!O at that. Probably before
it is time to retire for the night 1 will know
something about this place. It is called the Red
Ranch, and no doubt the name was taken from the
owner, for he is certainly very red."
At that moment a burst of laug-hter sounded
from another part of the house. Then two shots
rang out, followed quickly by a frightened cry.
"Hip hi! whattee mattee? Misler Wild! Misler
Wild! Helpee me velly muchee quickee! Um bad
mans allee samee makee me dance."
It was Hop's voice and, without an instant,
Young Wild West and his partners hastened to
find out what the trouble was.

CHAPTER IL-Wild Asserts Himself.
Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, had entered the
ranch house by a rear door, which was open at ti.
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time. He could see a bar in it, and behind the bar don't want to make any trouble with you, so if
was the red-haired man. Wing, the cook, made his you ,will promise you will let him alone hereafter
way to the kitchen, as he was always in the habit I will let it drop."
Instead of making a reply, the cowboy walked
of doing when the party put up at a hotel. As
Hop stepped into the barroom he found that the over and stooped to pick up his gun.
"Let that piece of hardware be right where it
oprietor of the ranch was not the only one there.
Three rough-looking fellows who might have been is."
There was a dangerous glitter in the eyes of
cow.boys were sitting at a table playing cards.
"Velly nicee day, ,so be," the Chinaman ob- Young Wild West as the words left hi s lips, and
served, blandly, addressing all hands and bowing almost instantly he drew one of his revolvers.
"Hold on, Billy," spoke up the red-shirted man,
right and left.
"It sartinly is a fine day, heathen," the proprie- sharply. "I reckon you're a little too fast in this
tor answered, a grin on his face and winking at here business. Go it easy. You didn't have no
the three card-players at the same time. "Who is right ter pick on ther Chinaman an' start ter
have some fun with him. Let it drop right away.
them folks you come over the trail with?"
"Lat allee samee Young Wild West and him now. You hear what I say!"
"\Vell, if you say so I s'pose I'll have to, Dick,"
fiends, so be," Hop answered.
"So that boy with ther long, light hair is Young and looking at Wild as though the proprietor had
Wild West, is he?" came the query, without pay- intervened in time to save him from death itself,
he strode over and sat down at the table again.
ing any attention to v,hat Hop asked for.
Ha! ha! ha!" lau~hed ·Cheyenne Charlie, as
"Me tellee you lat, so be. Me no tellee lie. Me
allee samee likee George Wash, so be. You lmowee though the whole thing had been gotten up f9r
his entertainment. ''Well, if you ain't a lame
Georgee Wash?"
"Stop that blamed foolin', heathen!" one of the coyote there never was one. Well! well! if you
men at the table spoke up, sharply, as he arose had dared ter touch your fingers to that gun on
and started for the Chinaman, treateningly. "If ther floor there you would be dancin' around ther
u don't answer ther questions what's put to yer room now suckin' your thumb, 'cause Young Wild
ther right way I'll clip off that pigtail. This is West would sartinly have pealed one of your
1
knuckles an' no mistake. There ain't a man in
how I'll do it, too!"
He reached out and caught Hop's queue, which here as kin pick that gun up, if he says they
,
happened to be hanging loose at the time, and can't."
"Never ~ind, Charlie. I'll pick it up myself,"
began pulling him about the room. The other two
men and the proprietor broke into a roar of laugh- and .s o saying, the young deadshot walkerl over
ter. and then as though it occurred to him that he and took the weapon from the floor. Then he
had better have some fun with the heathen, went to the table and handed it to the owner,
Hop's tormentor drew a revolver and, letting go saying :
"Drop that back into the holster, my friend.
his hold upon the queue, exclaimed:
"Now, then, you heathen, jest dance! Hurry I reckon you was a little too fast."
"Well, Dick Hasp says I was, so I s'pose I must
up!" .
Hop !began dancing right away, and to keep him have been. What Dick says around here always
going the cowboy fired two shots, the bullets corn- goes, yer know. He's ther Red Ranchero, an' he's
ing very close to the dancer's feet. Then it was ther owner of ther Red Ranch."
"Well, I am very glad he says so, then, for I
that Hop let out the cries for help, and almost instantly a door at the further side of the room had no idea we were going to get into any trouble
s-wung open and in sprang Wild and his partners. when we stopped here. Trouble is a thing I never
The man with the gun turned upon them with a exactly look for, but when it comes I am generally
1·ight on hand to meet it. Now, the;1, Mr. Hasp,
frown.
"It's only a little fun," he said. "Jest keep out if you will kindly explain why it was that our
ther way. I want ter see this heathen Chinee clever Chinee was interfered with, I will be better
satisfied."
dance."
"Well, I don't know jest how it was," was the
"Well, don't trouble yourself, my friend," said
the young deadshot, in the cool and easy way that reply from the man in the red shirt. "Ther
had made him famous. "Hop is all right, and he heathen come in by ther back way, an' I s'pose
Billy thought he looked sorter comical like. When
is not deserving of such treatment."
"Keep back, young- feller," and the cowboy actu- ther heathen begun ter talk in a foolish kind of
way, Billy got up an' started r make him dance.
ally turned his gun toward the boy.
But insteaa of obeying, Wild made a quick step But he didn't mean ter hurt him any, of course."
"Oh, I see. It made quite a laugh, too, didn't
fo1,ward and struck the weapon from his hand.
"I reckon when a man points a gun at me he it?"
"Well, I couldn't help laughin' myself."
means fight!" he exclaimed, sharply. "Now, then,
"Of course not. I don't blame you for laughing.
if you want to fight, come on. I am just in the
humor for it. But there is one thing certain, you But I hope none of your customers will interfere
have got to leave that Chinaman alone, whether with the Chinaman again. If you will let him
alone you will all find out that he is something
you fight or not."
"Fight, eh?" and the astonished rascal stepped above a common, every-day heathen. Hop is
ck until he leaned against the bar, all the while really a very clever magician, and he can perform
mysterious tricks. He is
glaring at the dauntless boy who had dared to many amusing as well
a good-natured fellow, too, and if it were not that
Interfere with him.
"That's just what I said, my friend. Since you he had an overfondness for whisky, he could not
aeem to enjoy shooting at a Chinaman's feet, be beat."
"He likes whisky, does he? Well, I'll tl'ea.t hla
:,robably you are something of a fighter. But I

as
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right now. Come up here, heathen, an' try some
of ther best bug-juice I've got in ther house."
"Allee light," Hop retorted, and he quickly made
his way to the bar, his face fairly beaming now.
"Have a little yourself, young feller, an' your
pards, too,'' said the Red Ranchero, as he hastened
to put more glasses on the bar.
"No, thank you. I never indu:lge in anything
in the way of liquor. You see, I am only a boy,
and it always struck me that it's very ·bad form
for a boy to drink liquor. If you have anything
in the way of temperance drinks, I'll have one
with you."
"Well, I've got all sorts of drinks, so you kin
be accommodated right away. We have ter keep
soda-pop here, 'cause it's often that there's ,w omen
folks stop here on ther way to Santa Fe an' other
places further on."
He was not long in providing the ginger-pop.
"Come on, boys, an' jine us," Hasp called out,
nodding to the three men at the table. "I'm goin'
ter take a little myself. I reckon we've struck
some good people, an' we want ter use 'em right
while they sto•p at ther Red Ranch."
The man who had been interfered with was
rather sullen, and the last to leave the table, but
he followed his companions to the bar and poured
out a drink.
"Here's luck ter everybody!" the Red Ranchero
exclaimed, and then he swallowed the contents of
his glass at a single gulp. "I believe,'' he adtled,
as he put the glass upon the bar and looked at our
hero steadily, "that ther Chinaman said as how
you are Young Wild West. Is that so?"
"That's so, Mr. Hasp," was the quick reply,
while the 'boy returned the gaze with interest.
"Then I must be talkin' to ther Champion Deadshot of ther West?"
"Well, I don't claim to be the Champion Deadshot of the West, thouh many of my friends call
me by that title."
"Oh, I see. You're mighty quick with a gun,
an' you always hit what you shoot at, so I've
heard."
"Well, I'll admit that such is the case."
"Well, I'm Dick Hasp, an' I'm called ther Red
Ranchero, too. They nicknamed me Red on account of my hair bein' somewhat of that color, an'
jest ter make it all ther stronger, I too·k a notion
ter wear a red shirt an' some other red things.
Yer see, I like ther nickname of ther Red Ranchero, though. a good many men might git mad if
they had red hair an' was called Red by anybody."
"Well, the nickname suits, all right," and our
hero ·smiled.
"It sartinly does." ·
"Let's have a cigar," and Wild tossed a fivedollar gold-piece upon the bar.
The box was quickly passed around, and all but
the man called Bill took one from it. He made
out that he was looking out of a window at the
time.
"Ain't you goin' ter smoke with Young Wild
West, Billy.?" the Red Ranchero asked.
"No, I don't want ter smoke,'' was the surly
;retort.
"Well, there ain't no use in bein' mad, 'cause
ther boy was right in takin' · ther part of ther
heathen."
"Oh I ain't mad."
"1, ell, yoll're actin' mighty like it. Now, see

here, Billy, you take my advice an' come here an'
take somethin' with Young Wild West."
"Well, if ther.Red Ranchero says so I s'pose I've
got ter do it," and the villain turned and walked
slowly to the bar.
"No iiuch thing!" exclaimed Wild, stepping be-~
fore him. "If you don't feel disposed to take a
drink or smoke with me, you don't have to do it."
- "Oh,. that's all right, young feller. I ain't mad,
so I'll take a drink."
"No doubt you want the drink bad enough,-but
it's against you will to accept it from me," the
boy answered, in his cool and easy way. "Billy, I
can read your character perfectly. I know just as
well as I know anything that you have formed
such a sti·ong dislike for me that you would like
to put a chunk of lead through me. Now, then,
just to show you that you are making a mistake
in acting this way, I will give you a little lesson
in shooting. Go ahead and pour out the drink
from that bottle on the bar."
The young deadshot spoke sternly, and afteilooking at him for a couple <>f seconds, Billy
poured some of its contents into a glass.
"Just hold up that glass and give a toast,'' our
hero went -0n, at the same time pulling his gun.
Billy hesitated a moment, but a glance from
Dick Hasp caused him to elevate his glass.
"Here's good luck, Young Wild West," he said.
Crack I The words had scarcely left his lips
when the glass was shattered by a bullet from
the young deadshot's revolver.
"Now, then," said our hero, sternly, "you are .
not going to drin:k with me at all. You are going
to smoke. Give him a cigar, Mr. Hasp."
"Right yer are, Young Wild West!" came the
reply, and the Red Rancher<> promptly tendered
the surprised villain a cigar.
He took it in a mechanical sort of way and
placed it in his mouth.
"That will be about all for the present. Now,
then, the next time a Chinaman comes in here,
just see to it that you let him alone, Billy. Any
time you feel disposed to settle the grudge you
have against me just let me know. You will find
me right on hand.''
Billy made no reply, but it was plain that he
did not like the way he talked. He lighted his
cigar and sat down. Just then another man came•
into the :b arroom from some other part of the
house, for he was bareheaded and in his shirtsleeves.
"Had a goo·d nap, Bob?" the Red Ranchero
a'Sked.
"Yes, I slept like a top. What was all ther
racket down here a little while ago? It woke me
up."
"Oh, it was Young Wild West showin' Billy how
he could shoot.''
"Young Wild .West!"
The newcomer turned and looked at our friends
in astonishment.
"That's right, Bob. That's him right there,"
and he pointed out the b~. "A m:lghty fine young
feller he is, too. He an his friends is goin' ter
..,
stoIJ over night with us."
Bob, as he was called, made no reply to this,
but walked behind the bar. Then Dick Hasp lef,t
him in charge and went out. A little later the
ball rang for supper.
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CHAPTER III.-The Poker Game.
When the Red Ranchero left the barroom he
went straight to the kitchen, -where his wife was
busy making preparations for the .supper. The
~oman stopped in her work the moment he entered, and looking at him, pleadingly, she said:
"Dick, you don't mean no harm to auy of them
what's goin' ter stay here over night, do yer?"
"What do yer ask sich a question as that for,
Hannah?" he demanded, roughly, but speaking in
a low tone.
"Well, they seem to he sich nice people that it
wou-ld be a shame to rob 'em or do what yer have
done three or four times in ther past three
months."
"See here, Hannah," and the Red Ranchero
seized her by the arm, "you ain't gittin' squeamish, are yer? Didn't yer know that you was willin' ter come here an' start in this line of business
with me? Ain't we gittin' rich putty fast? Don't
you want ter be a lady an' live in luxury ther rest
_
of your life?"
"I did think that way, Dick," she answered,
slowly, "but since we've been here, an' murder
has been done, I've changed my mind. I always
knowed you was bad enough ter do anything, but
l¥1ever was right with yer when yer done sich
11"wful things till we got here."
"Pshaw! Hannah, me an' you have always zot
along fine. We've lived together for ther last
twenty years, an' I've always told yer that I want
te1· make yer a lady some day. · I never' was able
ter make much knock.in' around as a cowboy, so
when I was lucky enough ter make a big haul jest
by knocking over a rich mine owner, an' gain'
through him, I come up here an' started this
ranch. You know what's been gain' on since we've
been here. T·here's whole lot of travelers as has
l!ltopped here, an' some of 'em would stop here
again if they come this way, 'cause they got used
mighty fine. But there's two or three what never
left here. That was their own fault, though. They
didn't want ter give up what they had with 'em,
an' so they had ter die. But pshaw! what's ther
use of•bein' squeamish about it?"
The woman trembled violently and hastened
·
with her cooking.
"You asked me if anything is goin_' ter happen
them people what's goin' ter stop here till
mornin'," went on the Red Ranchero, as he stepped
closer to her. "Hannah, let me tell yer somethin'.
Do _yer know who they are?"
"I'm sure I don't," the woman answered, quickly,
tu.ming- her face toward him.
"Well, I'll tell yer, then. They're Young Wild
West an' his friends. You have heard of Young
Wild West, I reckon."
"Yes, I've often heard you and others speak of
him. Are you sure, Dick?"
"Jest as sure as anything. That boy with ther
lon,g, light hair is· Young Wild West."
"I wouldn't have· thought it. He's too young ter
·
be dangerous."
"Well, it don't make no difference how young he
is. I s'pose you heard ther racket what was gain'
di. in ther barroom, didn't you?" ·
"Yes, I heard a lot of noise there, an' a shot was
fired, too. But there's nothin' strange in that,
since that often ha~pens in fun."
"Well, Young Wild West was puttin' Billy, one
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of my best men through a course of sprouts. He
took ther starch out of him completely, too, Hannah. Why, he could handle Billy jest as easy as
though he was nothin' more than a little kid. An'
yer oughter see how quick he shot, too . Billy was
holdin' a glass of rwhisky up, jest as Young Wild
West told him ter, an' all of a sudden Young Wild
West fired a shot an' smashed ther glass into a
thousand pieces."
"What did Billy do?" the woman· asked, almost
eagerly.
"What did he do? Why, he didn't dare ter do
anything. Yer see, he had been foolin' with one
of them heathens them folks brought with 'em,
an' Young Wild West didn't like it. They had
some words afore that, an' Billy got mighty
scared ?f ther boy. What did he do? Well, I
reckon it wouldn't have been safe for him to do
anything jest then. That boy :held a gun in his
hand, and his two pards was jest ready to pull
theil's an' about every one in ther room. I knowed
that, an' though I was a whole lot surprised an'
sorter nervous-like, I managed ter pacify 'em.
Now, then, you asked me if there's anything gain' ter happen to them folks. Well, Hannah I
reckin there is. Don't yer know that it's wo{-th
a whole lot ter me to git Young Wild West out
of ther way? An' his pa.rds has got ter go, ·too.
W!zy, I know enough people in different parts of
ther country as would be willin' ter pay a whole
lot"of money ter git rid of them three galoots."
Well, how about ther girls?" the woman asked,
as she opened the oven door to look at something
that was baking there. "You're not goin' ter harm
them, are you?"
"Oh, no! They kin go on about their business.
But I reckon Young Wild West an' his pards has
got ter disapppear to-night. Th.er gals needn't
know what ever becpme of 'em of course."
"Dick, I wish you would ch~nge your mind an'
not interfere with these people."
"Ha! ha! ha! Hannah, cheer up! I reckon ther
Red Ranchero knows his business."
"How are you gain' ter do this awful thing tonight here at the house, when you've planned ter
burn ther settlement?" the woman asked, after a
'
pause.
"Well, I reckon we can do both, can't we?
Ther settlement is only five miles from here an'
we kin attend to that business first. It's time
enough jest afore mornin' ter fix Young Wild
West an' his pards. I want you to put 'em in
ther big room, Hannah. You know what for. Put
two bedsteads alongside of one another, an' tell
'em that's ther only way you kin fix 'em up. Ther
gals kin go upstairs."
"Dick, I can't do it. If murder must be committed to-ni~ht, you'll have ter do ther fixin' up.
I can't do it. '
"All right, Hannah. I ain't gain' ter force yer
ter do anything against your will. I think too
much of yer for that. I'll fix ther beds, an' I'll see
ter it that they're fastened so they won't drop into
ther cellar when they tumble over an' dump them
three galoots into ther hole. I'll g,o ahead an' do
it now, while you're gitting' ther supper ready.''
As the Red Ranchero left the kitchen his wife
breathed a sigh of relief. Meanwhile the villain
made his way to a good-sized room at the further
end of the house. There were two regular-sized
beds in it, and it was fitted up with a c,;rtain de-
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gree of neatness. With a cruel smile on his face,
Hasp proceeded to shift one of the beds across the
room, so it was alongside the other. Then he lifted the matting that covered the floor, and after
seeing that there was a seam running along close
to the outside bed, he got some screws and proceeded to fasten the foot of the bedstead firmly
to the floor.
There!" he ,s aid, when he had finished his work
and heard the ibell ringing for supper. I reckon
that will he all right. Ther three of 'em will pile
in there ap' sleep sound, no doubt. But they don't
knoiw that afore they wake up ther floor will let
loose under 'em an' dump 'em in a big hole twenty
feet below, where there's sharp spikes stickin' up
all around. Why, they won't have time ter holler,
hardly. Them spikes is like sword points, an'
they'll go right through 'em. Ha! ha! ha! That
was a mighty fir-e plan of mine. Ther worst part
of ther whole thing is that it ain't very nice ter go
down there an' git ther money an' other valuables
that's on my victims. But I s'pose I can't do no
better, so it's got ter go that way."
Certainly, the two beds, even though they were
so close together, looked innocent and inviting
enough. The Red Ranchero again surveyed his
work, and then left the room, making his way to
the dining-room. Our friends hl,\d just entered,
and were taking their seats at the long table t};iat
was spread with a clean cloth and contained a
very inviting repast. The Red Ranchero chattered and laughed during the meal, but was the
first to rise, excusing himself as he did so. Hasp
went on out to the barroom, and when he saw
that Hop was playing cards with the three men
he gave a nod and grinne(i.
"Got to be friends, eh, Billy?" he remarked.
"Oh, yes!" was the reply. "I never had nothin'
agin ther heathen, anyhow. . He seems ter be all
right. He sartinly understands ther game of
'
poker."
"Me likee play dlaw pokee," Hop spoke up,
nodding to Hasp and smiling blandly.
"Yer do, eh? Well, you have got some putty
smart fellers ter buck agin, I kin tell yer that."
"Lat allee light. If ley no cheatee, me no care."
"Well, yer want ter keep your eyes open an' see
that they don't cheat yer," and again the Red
Ranchero laughed.
The game had been going on pr<Ybably frfteen
minutes. It was for a small ante, however, so no
one had lost a great deal yet, though Hop was the
winner. Thus far he had been doing very little
in the way of cheating, since he did not consider
it worth while, as the pots were so small. The
Red Ranchero drew up a chair to watch the game.
"What's the ante?" he asked.
"Ten cents, an' twenty-five cents limit," one of
the villains answered.
"Pshaw! that ain't no kind of a game. Make it
a quarter an' a dollar limit, an' I'll ,come in."
"Allee light," Hop answered, quickly. "Me no
care if we play um no limit gamee."
So Hasp entered into the poker game.
The game went along, Hop steadily winning,
until a large pot was on the table and all had
dropped out but Hop and the Red Ranchero.
Hnsp's money was all up and he called Hop.
"Now, then, what have yer g·ot, heathen?" the
Red Ranche1·0 asked, a smile showing on his face.
"Me gottee four lillee aces, so be," -and Hop

promptly laid them upon the table in a row, and
then, with wonderful quickness, he scooped in the
pile of money and had it under his coat almost
before they 1·ealized it. There was a short silence,
and then Billy leaped to his feet, and forgetting
all about what had happened a short time pre- ,
vious, pulled his gun and leveled it at the clever
Chinee.
"Fork over that money, heathen," he exclaimed,
"o.r I'll put a bullet through yer!"
"Hold on, my friend!"
So occupied had the villains been that they had
failed to notice that a door had! opened softly.
There stood Young Wild West, a revolver in his
hand and a smile on his face.

CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Learn of the Plot.
"Mr. Hasp," said Wild, stepping forward and
never once lowering his gun, "it is evident that
you forgot what I told you about that Chinaman.
Didn't I tell you that he was a sleight-of-hand
performer, and that he was very clever?"
"I-I believe yer did, Young Wild West," the
Red Ranchero answered, as he arose from the
table. "But that don't say that he kin cheat in a
game of poker, does it?"
"Did he ,c heat?"
Charlie and Jim now stepped into the room.
"Well, he sartinly did. I seen him steal them
four aces from ther bottom of ther pack."
"Me no takee um cards fl.om um bottom of um
pack, Misler .Wild," declared Hop, and he told the
truth, too since he had dealt them to himself cold.
"I know you didn't, Hop. But rather than have
any dispute here, I think you had better give them
the money y,o u won."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
"Hold on I" cried Hasp, quickly. "I'm agin
anything like that. I won't take no money, Young
Wild West. When I set in a game of poker an'
lose, I never squeal. It's Billy what's made ther
kick."
"Hop, give them back their money."
The Chinaman smiled just as though he did not
mind it in the least, and proceeded to eount 01-1t
the amounts that belonged to each of them. He
knew exactly what to give them, and when he ha&
placed the four piles upon the table he arose and
stepped over to the bar. They all accepted the
money save Hasp.
"I d·o n't want it, heathen," he 'said. "You take
it. You won it, whether yer eheated or not. I'll
admit that I only thought I seen yer take them
aces from ther bottom of ther pack. Maybe yer
didn't. But you sartinly didn't get 'em square."
"You no wantee you money, !en?"
"No; take it, it's yours."
"Allee light," and as Wild made no objections,
Hop picked up the money and dropped it into one
of his pockets.
"You had better go and git your supper, heathen," advised the Red Ranchero.
"Allee light."
"Go into ther kitchen. I reckon the oth~r on~
is there eatin' his now."
Hop lost no time in doing this. When he got
there he found Wing eating, but not in a way that
told he had much of an appetite. Somethinir
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seemed to be troubling him, and his face lighted
up as his brother sat down.
"Whattee mattee, my fool blother?" Hop asked.
"Velly muchee mattee, Hop," was the reply.
He spoke in such an earnest way that Hop
'looked at him in surprise.
"Me gottee tellee Misler Wild somethling,
Hop. Velly muchee bad business here, , so be."
"Whattee mattee?" demanded Hop, who was
now quite sure that his brother had some important information to disclose.
"Me settee outsidee of um window lillee while
a.go, and me hear um big led man talkee to his
wife, so be. He say he killee Misler Wild, Mislm·
Charlie and Misler Jim."
"Keepee still, my fool blother !" exclaimed Hop.
"Eatee you suppee, and len pletty soonee you
tellee Misler Wild."
"Lat light, Hop," and Wing's face lighted up
as if by magic.
Hop ate his supper just as though nothing out
of the ordinary had happened or was likely to.
But Winig could not seem to get up much of an
appetite.
He waited until Hop had finished
however, and then both left the kitchen and
went outside. When they got to a secluded spot,
Wing related a wonderful story, but Hop believed
"'every word of it. It happened that he had been
sitting outside near '0. window of the kitchen
when the Red Ranchero entered and told his
wife what he intended to do that night, Wing
had taken in eve1·y word of it, and he was not
a little horrified at what he heard. Hop smiled
cheerfully when he had listened to the story.
"Lat allee light, my fool blother. You igittee
r,letty smart, so be. Me velly glad you listen to
um Led Lanchelo. Misler Wild will likee you
velly muchee, so be."
"You tellee Misler Wild," said Wing. "Me
velly muchee 'flaid, so be."
"Me tellee pletty quickee."
Hop had the faculty of remembering everything he saw or heard. A few minutes later he
sauntered around the building and entered the
barroom by the front do-or, puffing calmly at,-a
big black cigar, while Wing so.u ght the seclusion
of the attic of .an outside building, where he
and his brother had been assigned to sleep that
'tight. The three villains had left the place,
but as they had no horses, it was easy to guess
tbat they had not gone far. Wild and Charlie
were standing at the bar, conversing with the
Red Ranchero, while Jim had joined the girls in
the sitting-room. The bartender sat upon the
whisky barrel, reading a dilapidated book. It
was not yet dark, but the sun had set. The
Chinaman took two or three puffs, and then suddenly looking at our hero, said:
"Misler Wild, maybe you allee samee better
lookee at Spitfire. Me thlinkee he gottee sore
foot."
Leaving Charlie at the bar, the young deadshot followed the clever Chinee from the house.
Hop led him straight to the stable, and after
making sure that there was no one about, he
elated what Winig had overheard while listening under the window of the kitchen. Wild let
him tell it in his own way, not interrupting him
at all.
.
"Well, Hop," said he, shaking his head, "I am
nry glad that Wing overheard all this. So we

•

are to be killed to-night, are we? Well, I ,guess
not. And the Red Ranche1·0 means to burn a
settlement before it happens, eh? Well, I reckon
that won't happen, either. Hop, I . am very glad
we struck this nlace. We will be able to stop a
piece of villainy that seems almost impossible
for a man to premeditate."
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" asked the Chinaman.
"Why haven't you told me that the Red Ranchero and his gang mean to burn a settlement tonight?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. But whattee lat word .
you say? Me likee undelstandee Melican language velly well. Me no undelstandee lat word."
"Oh, premeditate, you mean."
"Lat light, Misler Wild."
"Well, Hop, that means· to arrange beforehand-to fix up, so that a certain thing will be
done, you know."
"Oh, me undelstand, Mi sler Wild. Lat velly
good word, so be. Me lemernber lat. Plemeditate.
Velly goodee word. Me tellee lat to Misler Charlie some timee. He no undelstandee."
"Well, the chances are he won't understand it,
Hop. I don't know just why I used the word, but
it came in just 1·ight, I suppose. The fact is, the
Red Ranchero has plotted to burn some settlement that is not more than five miles from the
ranch, though for just what reason we don't
know. But the chances are we'll find out all
about it. You can bet all you're worth, Hop, that
there will be no settlement burned to-night."
"Me knowee lat, Misler Wild. Me knowee lat
light away when my fool blother tellee me
'boutee."
As the young deadshot turned to go back to
the house he had· some little difficulty in restraining himself. He really felt like 'taldng the
Red Ranchero and his villainous a11sociates · prisoners, right then and there, and forcing them to
go to the settlement with him. But he realized
that it would be much better to catch them in
the act and then settle accounts with them.
''Well, did yer find your horse lame, Young
Wild West?" the Red Ranchero asked, as the
boy came in.
"He had picked up a stone, that's all," Wild
answered. "He'll be all right in the morning."
"Well, I'm glad ter hear that. I noticed that
horse when yer rode up. He's about ther finest
animal I've seen in a long while."
"Oh, yes, Spitfire is certainly a fine beast. I
wouldn't sell him no matte1· if I was offered ien
times what he's worth."
"Well, I don't blame yer for that."
They talked on in this way :for a few minutes,
and then Wild gave Charlie a iglance -t hat caused
him to be ready for anything that might happen.
But when our hero advised that they go and
join the girls and Jim for a while, he wondered.
what the glance had meant. However, he followed the young deadshot to the sitting room.
Mrs. Hasp was there, doing her best to entertain
the girls, so there was no chance to let thelll
know of the foul plot. About the only way to
make his partners acquainted with what Wing
had overheard was to take them out to the
stable wfth him, so whel\ Wild said that Spitfire
had picked up a stone and that he thought it a
good idea to go out and see how he was ,getting
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on, the two at once put on their hats and followed
him. Once outside, where he was sure they could
not be overheard, Wild related the story briefly.
Jim took it very coolly, but the scout grew excited right away.
"Ther sneakin' coyotes!" he exclaimed. "Wild,
jest let me go in there an' clean out that ganig
when they git in there again, will yer?"
"Certainly hot, Charlie . . We are going to let
them igo ahead and start in to burn the settlement. Then is the time when we will appear to
them, not before. I reckon we won't sleep in that
double bed to-night, either. I consider it a
wonderful piece of luck that Wing, who never
yet has done anything brilliant, should overhear
the conversation between the Red Ranchero and
his wife. It's too bad that woman is tfod to
such a man ,for a husband." ,
"She won't be tied ter him very long, Wild,"
the scout declared. "That galoot won't live many
hours. If he don't git a bullet through his heart
he'll sartinlv git a rope around his neck some
time to-morrow mornin'. That is, if he goes
ahead with his game."
When Charlie had cooled down a little the
three went back to the house, reporting to the
girls, for the woman was still with them, that
Spitfire was all ri1ght and that he would be as
good as ever in the morning.

CHAPTER V.-The Men from the Settlement.
Having learned of the plot to burn the settlement, Young Wild West was anxious to know
why it was to be done.
"Girls," said he, noddin1g to Arietta, Anna and
Eloise, "I reckon we won't turn in before ten
o'clock, so since you are getting along nicely
with Mrs. Hasp, we will go into the barroom
ana listen to the gossip of the men who are
gathered there. I suppose there are quite a
few to come around eveninigs, eh, Mrs. Hasp?"
The boy looked at the Red Ranchero's wife,
smilingly, as he spoke.
"Yes, sometimes there's half a dozen or more
here durin' ther evenin'," she answered. "Some
of them ride over from ther settlement, which
ain't very far from here."
"A settlement, eh? Why, is there a settlement
as close as all that?"
"Oh, yes I It's only a little place, called Jigtown. They've got a store there, a!).' a little
shanty hotel, which ain't as big as our r an ch."
"I see. How many inhabitants has the settlement, as far as you are able to say?"
"'Vell, there ain't more than half a dozen
houses there. Families live in 'em all, I guess,
so there might be twenty or thirty people there
a}to,gether."
"That is quite a small settlement, indeed."
"Ther houses are all putty close together, too.
If it was daylight now you could go out to ther
top of tlier hill over there an' see it quite plain.
Ther hotel man always has a flag fl.yin' from
ther top of his shanty. His name is Ned Banks,
an' there's bad stories told about him. He was
a pard of Dick's once, but they had a fallin'
out, an' now they're bitter enemies."
"Is that so? Well, that's too bad. Is this

man, Ned. Banks, accused of committing any
crime?"
"Well, they sav he's done everythin~, from
pickin' pockets ter murder. But I couldn't say
anything about that. I know he don't like Dick,
an' Dick don't I;ke ijm."
Wild felt that he was gradually gathering the
information that would explain why the Red
Ranchero had plotted to burn the settlement.
He did no~ a sk the woman any more questions,
but nodding to his partners, left the sittingroom and went to the bar. As the three entered
they found the man called Billy and his two
partners had returned. There were three other
men there, •.oo, all of a villainous-looking type.
Hop was amusing them with some of the simple
sleight-of-hand. tricks he understood, and it was
easy to tell that he had impressed them with
the fact that he was something about the ordinary run of heathens.
"I understand there's a settlement close by
here, Mr. Hasp," our hero said, as he leaned
against tl1e bar and hghted a cigar.
"Yes. Jigtown is only a little ways from here.
It's jest ther other side of ther 1·idge," and he
jerked his thumb toward the southwest.
"Is it much o;f a place?"
"No, not much. Some hunters an' trappers -r.
built their shanties there, an' then it wasn't lon,g
afore a trader come along an' put up a store.
After he done that another feller built what he
calls a hotel. Of course, they do a little business
there, 'cause ther cowboys rides in an' ther ranchmen has ter git most of their supplies there. But
it ain't much of a plac~, Jingtown ain't."
"Well, I think we'll ride over there when we
leave in t.he morning, and have a look at the
place, anyhow."
"Sartin. Do that bv all -means, and Hasp
looked at the men sitting over a table, with a
smile.
"I reckon you haven't much of an opinion of
the place," Wild observed, coolly.
"Well, I ain't got nothin' ter say about it. I
don't like some of ther people over there, I will
say that."
"Enemies of yours, then?"
"Well, I s'pose yer kin call 'em that. But they
can't say nothin' about me, 'cause I've alway·s
_ .,.,
been as straight as a string in my dealin'."
Just then t h e door opened and in came a
rather stout man with a round, shining face and
a pair of eyes tl-tat fairly beamed with good na~~

.

"Hello, Muggs," Hasp called out, nodding· to
the newcomer. "Thought yer would take a ru11
over ter see us to-night, eh?"
"Yes, Dick,'' the stout man answered, and then
he nodded to all hands. "I got a little tired of
hangin' around ther store an' ther tavern over
at ther settlement, so I tho1Jght I'd take a ride
over here for a change. You have got some
guests, I see."
"Oh, yes, let me introduce you to Young Wild
West, ther Champion Deadshot, an' his two
pards."
Wild, Charlie and Jim shook hands with him,
and they all decided at once that he was a
pretty igood sort of fellow.
"So you live at the settlement, Mr. Muggs?"
Wild asked.
"Yes, I have lived there for about a year now.
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I rlo a little business in buyin' an' sellin' horses own. But this had been an easy thing to do, for
an' cattle, an' I manage ter make a livin' at it. Hop was an expert at that sort of business.
"Yer want meter cut 'em, eh?" said the stout
But there ain't been much goin' on lately. Times
is putty dull. Won't you have a drink with me?" man, with a smile.
"Yes, lat !,.ight."
"Well, I'll "take a little ginger-pop."
"All right, I'll do it, then," and he did so.
"Ginger-pop, eh? Well, I s'pose that's good
Hop placed them together again, and then
enough for boys. How about you?" and he looksaid:
ed at Cheyenne Charlie.
"Now, len, you takee outtee um card, and me
"I think a little bug juice won't hurt me," antelle you whattee um card is when me no see it."
swered the scout.
"Yer kin, eh? Well, you're a good one, I must
The six men in the room were upon their feet
in a twinkling. They crowded up to the bar, and say, if you kin do that."
He selected a card, looked at it, and then placthe Red Ranchero was not loI11g in serving them.
Then Joe Muggs paid the bill. after which M ed it upon the table, face down.
"What is it?" he asked.
sat down and proceeded to fill his pipe.
"Lat um ten of diamonds, so be."
"How many are living at Jigtown, Mr.
"Blamed if yer ain't right," and Muggs turned
Mugigs?" Wild asked, as he moved a chair up
it over so every one might see it.
close to him.
Hop took the card from him, and once more
"Let me see," and the man began counting upon his fingers. "Well, I reckon ther population shuffled the deck.
"Now, len," said he, "me allee samee gleat
is about thirty-two, couutin' ther last baby what
lat card evely
was born, which was some time last month, I magician. Me makee you takeChinee."
believe. We've got a tavern, a good store, an' a time, so be. Me velly smartee
"You're goin' ter make me draw ther ten of
blacksmith shop. I've been expectin' ter see ther
settlement grow a whole lot since I've been there, diamonds from ther pack every time yer tell me
but that ain't happened. There's one shanty less to, are yer?"
"Lat li ht."
than when I first struck it, an' that burned
"Well, ly don't believe yer kin do that," and
down last summer. I believe a little kid got
playin' with some matches ~hen his mother was Muggs laugh_ed until he shook all over.
"Allee light. You tly."
outside workin' in ther garden an' got ther blamThis time Hop held the cards spread out like
ed thinig goin', an' afore any one could put it out
it was too late, so ther shanty burned to ther a fan, and invited Mwggs to make a selection.
ground. That family moved away after that, an' After a little studying, the stout man took a card,
there ain't none come since ter make up for ther but did not look at it right away.
"You gottee um same card, so be," the Chinaloss. Maybe in ther course of two or three
·
hundred years, Jigtown might grow a little. man declared.
"Well, let's see if I have," and he turned it
But I don't expect to be around here ter see it,
over.
so what's ther difference? Ha! ha I ha!"
_There it was, the ten of diamonds again.
He laughed heartily and liighted his pipe. Our
"By ginger I" he exclaimed, rising to his feet
friends found the man to be very amusing. Meanwhile, Hop had been watching him curiously. and mopping his face with a big bandana handTwo or three times he had looked at our hero, kerchief. "That's what I call mighty strange.
questioningly, but each time a negative shake of What have yer done ter get me under a spell
the head was the 1·esponse. Finally the clever or somethin' like that?"
"Lat light. Me makee you takee um ten of
Chine arose, and nodding to the young deadshot, ·
diamonds evely timee. You givee me lat card."
said:
"Misler Wild, me likee showee Misler Muggs •
He straightened out the pack and placed it on
velly nicee lillee tlick, so be."
the table near him, and then took the ten of
"Well, you have been wanting to do that right diamonds from the man. Then right before the
along, Hop," was the reply, "and since the gen- ~yes of ev~ry one he tore the card into bits, keeptlemen has been entertaining us with his stories mg the pieces and · crushing them together in a
and jokes, I suppose you can have a turn now; bunch. He made out that he swallowed the
pieces, giving a gulp as they went down.
that is, if he don't object.".
"Now, Jen, you knowee um ten of diamonds
"Why, what
"Object!" Muggs exclaimed.
would I object for? I'm always lookin' for allee samee gone?" he said, questionin gly.
"-Yes, I reckon it is. But I wouldn't swallow
Bomethin' in ther way of entertainment. What
did ther Chinee say? He was goin' ter show me sich a thing as that, 'cause I don't think it would
·
taste very good."
a little trick?"
"Lat allee light. Me make lat card allee samee
"Yes, that's what he said, Mr. Muiggs."
comee back in um packe. Len me makee you
"Well, I'm perfectly willin' ter that."
Wild shot a warning glance at the clever Chi- dlaw um ten of diamonds some more, so be."
"Let's see yer do it."
nee, which meant that he was not to make the
Hop thumped upon his stomach two or three
atout man the victim of any practical joke. Hop
took a pack of cards, and sat at a table that times, and then placed the pack of cards there.
was nearly in the center of the room. He in- He closed, his eyes and acted as though he was
vited Muggs to iget up a little closer, which he under a ·nerce strain for a moment. Then sud'did. Then he nodded for the rest to gather dently his eyes flew open and a smile illumined
around. He proceeded to shuffle the cards, and his vellow countenance.
"Allee light, Misler 'Mt~ggs. Me gottee um ten
when he placed the deck upon the table and asked
Joe Muggs to cut it, no one in the room was . of diamonds in um packee some more. You takee
aware that he had changed it for a pack of his um card now. Take um ten of diamonds so be."
1
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Grining broadly, Muggs reached out and se- but Wild and his partners quickly quieted things.
lected a card. It was the ten of diamonds.
Billy had been scorched a little about the hand,
"Well, by thunder!" he exclaimed, anrl the but Hop cared nolhing for this. The powder he
smile left his face, while he looked at the China- had placed under the cards was really a danger"
man with something akin to awe. Hop smilingly ous explosive, and all it required was a shock to
took the ten of diamoRds from the man and plac- explode it. Of course, no one knew how he· had ,
ed it in the pack. Then he gave it a :shuffle and caused it, though our hero and his partners unchanged it for the deck that the Red Ranchero derstood quite well that the clever Chinee carhad given him, and dropped the latter upon the ried all sorts of chemicals and explosives in his
table.
outfit. Wild treated the c't'owd, and as he step"Lookee at um cards, Misler Muggs," he ad- ped up to the bar, Billy looked at the Red Ranchvised.
ero, half angrily, and exclaimed:
After a slight hesitation, the stout man picked
"Blamed if I don't git ther worst of it every
' up the cards and began sorting them over.
time, Dick. I don't think it's fair."
'~Ther ten of diamonds ain't here," he said.
"Why, that wasn't nothin'," was the reply.
"Lat velly stlange. Maybe you gottee in you
"It wasn't, eh? Jest look at my wrist. It's
pocke."
all scorched. There was dynamite in that pack
"Maybe I have, but I don't think so."
of cards."
The table was but a small one, and it had
"Well, there might have been somethin' like
been easy for Hop, while reaching across it sev- that, but it's all in ther magic part of it, I
eral fimes, to find a chance to drop a card in the s'pose. Jest look at ther cards layin' all over
man's coat pocket. This he had done, and the ther room. S'pose you an' ther boys pick 'em
card was the ten of diamonds. At first Muggs up? It will make things look a little bit bettei·."
did not seem to be inclined to search himself: but
The villains, for such they we1·e beyond a
finally he did so and produced the missinig card. doubt, did not have to be told a second time, hut
"That's a wonderful trick, all rig·ht," he de- quickly gathered up the cards, which were scorchclared, and turning to our hero, he added: "Say, ed and burned so much that they were worthless.
Young Wild West, where did yer pick up sich a The Red Ranchero took them and threw them in
sma1·t Chinaman, anyhow?"
a basket behind the bar. Joe Muggs, after he ~
"Oh, we ran across him by accident, Mr. realized that it was all a joke, started to laugh,
Muggs," was the reply. "We had his brothe1• in and everw now and then he would break out
·
our employ as a cook, and one day Hop came . afresh.
"That was a mighty funny thing, when you
along. Since that time he has been working for
1
us by the month, and I reckon he is well satisfied come ter think of it,' he said, turning to our hero.
with his job. I know we are all satisfied to keep "How long are yer goin' ter stop here, Younig
Wild West?"
him."
"Oh, we are going to leave in the morning,"
"Well. I should think you would be. That feller oughter travel with some kind of a show, was the reply.
"That's too bad. If you was goin' ter stay here
that's what I think."
·
Hop now took the pack of cards again, and ~ain to-morrow night I'd sai'tinly come over an'
turning to the man called Billy, he smiled sweet- fetch some of ther boys along."
"Well, the chances are we will stop at the
ly and said:
"Now, len, me puttee um 'f''ll'ds on um table settlement after we leave here, and then perand Jen you hittee um pack velly hard with you haps Hop will give you a little entertainment
over there.''
fist. Len somethling velly funny happen."
.
"Good! I only hope he does. Why, I could git
"I don't want ter fool with them cards," the
villain d'\clared, stepping back.
-as many as ten men who would pay a dollar
"Go on, Billy," spoke up the Red Ranchero. apiece ter see him do his tricks."
"Well, he never charges anything, so that will
"There ain't nothin' ter be afraid of."
"Well, all right, then. If you say so I'll do be unnecessary. When you go back to-night you -<I'.
can give it out that we will ·stop there to-morrow
it, Dick."
No one saw Hop sprinkle some coarse powder morning."
Our hero was watching the Red Ranchero as
on th_e.- table before he placed the pack of cards
there, but he did it, just the same. The cards he said this, and he saw the villain wink at the
covered the powder, too, and nodding to Billy, rest of the men in the place. Of course, the
who had s+epped forward and had clenched his boy understood what the wink meant. None of
them had any idea tha.t Young Wild West and
fist, he said:
"Now, Jen, you hittee um cards velly muchee his partners would ever reach the settlement on
the morrow. But that was where they were
hard, so be."
At the same- time he arose from the table. making a mistake, for the plot had been disBilly brought his fist down with considerable covered, and Young Wild West knew just about
force, and a loud report followed, the cards fly- what to do. ·n was near ten o'clock when Muggs
lng in evel'y direction, while the room was filled arose to leave the place. Wild followed him outside, and before he could mount his horse the
with smoke almost instantly.
stout man was touched on the arm.
"Don't go to bed as soon as you fet home," the
boy whispered. "It may b.e that
will be over - • <
to , see you inside of a couple of hours. Don't
CHAPTER VI.-Ready for Business.
say a word about this to any one outside, if they
There was much cop.fusion in the barroom of happen to come out here. Your understand?"
the ranch after the climax of Hop's performance,
"Well, I don't exactly understand, but I'll d•
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jest as you say, Young Wild West," the man answered, in a low tone of voice.
"All right; you go on home now."
Then he called out, in a louder voice:
"Good night, Mr. Muggs! We'll see you ·in the
morning."
Before returning to the barroom, Wild took
note of the fact that there were six horses tied
in front of the place. All of them were saddled
and ready to mount and ride away. He knew
pretty well that the six villains inside owned
the hornes, and that they had them ready to start
on the fiendish errand that had been planned by
the Red Ranchero. But there were seven of
them, counting the arch-plotter, and there was
no horse there for him. However, it was easy to
guess that one of the men was to be left at the
Ranch, if it was not the owner himself.
"Well, boys, I reckon we might as well go to
bed," said Wild, as he re-entered the place and
nodded to his partners.
Then turning: to Hop he added:
"As you might get into trouble if you remain ·
up any lo:ruger, you had better seek your nest,
too, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the clever Chinee
replied. "Me sleepee with my fool blother outtee
in um shanty. Velly goodee bed, too, so be."
"Yes, it's a mighty good bed, Hop," the Red
Ranchero spoke up, with a smile. "We put it
there for some help we had, but• when .we found
we didn't need ther help me let 'em go,- an' now
we use ther bed when we ain't got room enoUJg·h
in ther house. Go ahead an' sleep sound. Afore
ye1· go in ther mornin' I want yer to show me
how yer done that trick with ther ten of diamonds. I'll give yer ten dollars to know it."
"Allee light, Misler Hasp. Me showee you."
Waiting until they saw the Chinaman leave the
room, our hero and his partner made their way
to the sitting-room. The girls were alone, looking at some books that had been furnished them
by the mistress of the ranch.
"Where is Mrs. Hasp?" Wild asked.
"She excused herself about half an hour ago,
saying she was tired and wanted to go to bed,"
was the reply.
"Well, I reckon you had better go to your
room, too. Is it a nice room you have?"
"Yes, it is upstairs at that side of the house,"
Anna answered, pointing to the left .
"Well, just listen to what I am going to say,
and don't be surprised, either."
Then in a low tone of voice he quickly related
the plot to burn the settlement and how the Red
Ranchero had planed to commit murder. The
girls were really horrified as they listened to the
story, but they were so used to hearing startling
things that they quickly recovered.
"Now, then," said W'ild, when he found they
had calmed down a little, "I want you to 1go to
bed just the same as though you thought everything was all tight. We are going to apparently
go to bed, but instead of doing so we will be
out somewhere and on hand to catch the fiends as
they are about to burn the settlement. The way
it stands now we are not to be murdered until
after this happens. But, anyhow, I think you
girls will be safe here until we get back. Lock
your door and bar it, if you can, in some way,
and then go to sleep,"
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"All tight, Wild," Arietta answered. "We'll
do just as you say. But I hope you prevent the
settlement from being burned."
"You can bet all you're worth on that, Et,"
was the confident retort. "I suppose they will
undertake the job about midnig11t, and it won't
be more than an hour or two later when we return here."
After a little further ·talk the 1girls bade them
good night and went to their room.
"Now, then," said Wild, nodding to his part•
ners, "I reckon• we'll go to bed. Come on, boys."
They knew exactly where the room was, since
they had already been in it, so they quickly made
their way to it, closing and locking the door
after them.
The two beds looked innocent
enouigh, and also rather inviting, as Charlie placed the lighte.d candle ha had used to light them
in upon a little stand.
"There is no need of ti-ying to find out how
this murderous trap works, boys," our hero said,
in a low tone of voice. "We'll just fix up thin.gs
so if the Red Ranchero or anv of his crowd
happens to peep in here they will think we :ue
sound asleep."
So saying, the boy made his way to the windo·w
the room contained. He .found it could be raised
easily, and once he had it up he thrust his head
and shoulders outside and saw that the ground
was not more than four feet below. Beckonin,g
to his partners to follow him, he climbed out of
the window and dropped lightly t.o the ground.
When they had joined him, Wild promptly started for a big pile of wood that was close to the
house.
"Now, then, boys, we'll take some of these logs
in and make them represent us in that big double
bed," he observed.
Cheyenne Charlie chuckled at this, for now he
understood what the young deadshot was up to.
It did not tak_e them long to select the logs they
wanted, and they carried them to the window and
slipped them lightly inside. Then they got in
the room again and fixed the lpgs in the bed, being careful to wrap _them in blankets so as to
make them appear like sleeping persons. This
done, the pillows and covers were arranged to
their satisfaction. Cheyenne Charlie' kept chuckling almost continuously, for he was thinking of
how the Red Ranchero was going to be fooled.
It took them nearly half an hour to fix thin1gs
up, and then blowing out the candle, Wild led the
way to the window and got outside. Jim was the
last to follow, and then the sash was Jet down
gently.
"Now, then, we'll go arid get the horses," said
Wild, in a whisper. "Be careful, boys, for there
may be some one outside."
He took care to make his way around to the
front of the house before. goi:rug to the i stable,
however, and when he saw the six horses were
standing there yet he was satisfied that the way
was clear. They went to the stable in a roundabout way, and were not long in saddling their
horses.
"We'll lead them out to that clump of trees
out there, boys," the young deadsot said. "Then
all we'll have to do will be to wait until the
scoundrels $et out. I have an idea that they are
likely to go at any time now. It is near eleven
o'clock, and they may want to take a little time
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to make their preparations when they ,g et to the
settlement."
The horses were duly placed whe1·e they could
n ot be observed by any one, and then the three
made their way, cautiously, back to the house.
Stepping around the side of the building, they
at length reached a window from which they
could see the interior of the barroom. They were
just in time for the six men were upon their
feet, and standing before them was the Red
Ranchero.
"You go ahead, boys," they heard him say. "I
reckon I'd better stay here. You know jest what
to do. You have got torches that will burn like
anything, an' all's you have got ter do is ter
make a little fire behind ther big rock that's right
nex_t to ther house over there, so yer kin be ready
ter light your torches an' start in at your work
right away. Of c.ourse, yer must be sure ter
pull up ther hay an; stuff close to ther buildin's
an' under 'em . . Most of 'em is settin' on posts, so
it will be mighty easy ter start 'em 11:0in'. I swore
I'd git sa tisfaction on Ned Banks when he broke
ther friend ship that had been between us so
long. He's got ther whole bunch over there with
him, an' he does his best ter keep any of 'em
from spendin' any money at my ranch. I don't
care how many people burns up, but it ain't likely that many of 'em will. I made up my mind
some time ago ter wipe out ther settlement of
Jigtown, an.' to-night it's goin' ter be done. You
go on over there an' do ther job. Be sure that
yer wear ma.:ks, too, 'cause yer might be seen.
After a while, when ther fire gits goin' good an'
strong, yer kin git your horses an' ride in, jest
as though yer seen ther blaze from over here,
an' come over ter help put it out. Then maybe
you'll have a chance ter git hold of somethin' in
ther way of plunder. I'll be along by that time,
'causl! when I see tber blaze goin' good I'll git
my horse an' start out. But afo1·e I go you kin
bet that Young Wild West an' his pards will be
layin' at ther bottom of ther hole under ther
house, with ther sharp spikes stickin' through
'em. Ha! ha! ha!"
Cheyenne Charlie moved nervously as he heard
this, and had not Wild placed a restraining hand
upon him just then there is no telling but that
he might have shot the Red Ranchero dead in his
tracks. But he understood the touch of the boy's
hand, so quickly calmed down. Some of the men
asked questions, and when the Red Ranchero
had answered them to their satisfaction they
started to leave the place. Waiting until they
were all outside and w ere mounting their horses,
Wild and his pa rtners started to get their own
steeds and follow the villains.,-

CHAPTER VII.-Hop• Does A Little Counterplotting.
When Young · wild West and his partneTs
reached the spot where they had left their horses
in waiting, they found Hop Wah there.
"What are you doing here, Hop?" our hero
asked, in a low tone of voice, for he really
thought the clever Chinee. had gone to bed.
"Me warttee know allee 'boutee, Misler Wild,"
was tbe reply. "Whattee you do now, so be:"

"Well, we are going to follow those six scoundrels over to the settlement, and when they get
all ready to burn the settlement we will give
them a surprise. But you must not go with us,
Hop. You stay right here. You might be needed, for the Red Ranchero is not going with the. ,
gang."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me stay light here,"
and the Chinaman appeared to be perfectly satisfied. "Me watchee um Led Lanchelo, allee light."
The tliree quickly mounted and then waited
until they heard the horsemen riding off to the
southwest, when they _prompaly started after
them. Hop gave a nod of satisfaction and watched them until they were out of sight in the darkness. Then he turned his steps toward the house.
Just what he was going to ·ao he had no idea,
but one thing was certain, Hop was not goin,~
to go to sleep very soon. He made his way
cautiously around until he rea ched the window
through which our three friends had seen the
men making ready for their departure. Hop
g1·inned when he saw the Red Ranchero sittin.~
with his chair tipped back and his feet upon a
tabie, smoking. Only one light was burning_ in
the place now, and as the , Chinaman watched
the villain he was almost tempted to light a firecracker :mu hurl it inside to give him a surprise, ..,.
or play some other joke upon him. But he knew
such a thing would not do just then, so he
decided to watch and wait.
Half an hour passed, and then the Red Ranchero suddenly got upon his feet.
He walked
around behind the bar, and after taking a drink,
stepped outside. Hop did not move, for he
knew it was dark enough for him to keep concealed from view, should the man come around
the side of the house. But this did not happen,
for the Red Ranchero, after standing in front
of the open door for a while, walked toward a
little hill a short distance away, no doubt thinking that it would not be long before he would see
a red 1glow in the heavens from the top of it.
The temptation was so strong to go inside and
play a joke on t he villain that Hop could not resist it. He crept around to the door and quickly
entered the place.
Once inside, he made his way behind the bar.
It was not for the purpose of stealing: anything
that he went there, but a bottle of whi sky lookerl
so invit ing t hat he quickly laid hands upon it
and with a nod of o:atisfaction, produced an
empty bottle from under his coat. Hop always
carried an empty bottle ox so, since he had often
declared that he n ever knew just when they
might come in use. This one came in good use
just now, for he was not long in emptying the
other bottle into it. Having done this, he went
to a pail of water that was used to wash the
glasses in and filled the regular bottle, which
wa, labeled "whisky." This done, he place:l it
back uuon the shelf, : >.nd t-0 look at it no one
would have thoUight it contained anything but
whisky, since the bottle itself was of an amber
color;
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman muttered, under his breath, as he stepped to the ,fo1r a!1 d
took a look outside.
Finding that the ranchman was not returning
yet, he hurried to the chair he had left before
goin~ outside, and quickly producing some of the
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1mme sort of powder he had used to frighten
Bm with, he placed about half a teaspoonful of
it under each leg of the chair, taking care to let
it down gently, for the least pressure would
cause it to explode. Having done this, he crept
softly outside again. He was not a moment
too soon, for footsteps were heard by him, and he
had scarcely taken his place under the window
wJ-ien Hasp came back and entered the barroom.
As he closed the door, Hop heard him say, hal.f
aloud:
"I s'pose I'm foolish ter be lookin' for ther
fire yet. They ain't had time ter hardly git
there. It ain't likely they've rode so very fast.
But them fellers knows iest what ter do. Thev
all swear by me, so they'll clean up ther settle·ment to-night, an' then I'll sartinly git square
with Ned Banks for turnin' me down. Banks is
no good, an' never was, for that matter. Bui
he always had a little ther best of it every time
we had a little misunderstandin'. I made up
my mind ther last time he showed me how quick
he would git ther drop on me that I would git
square .on him afore I died. To-night is ther time
when I'll git square, 'cause ther boys will see ter
it that his shanty goes up in smoke in a hurry.
I told 'em ter put an extra lot of hay an' stufl'
'llnder it, so there couldn'.t be no mistake. It
ain't likely he'll be up when they git there, so
all they'll have ter do is ter rush around from
behind ther big rock an' set things goin' with·
ther lighted torches. Well, I s'pose while I'm
waitin' I might jest as well go an' finish Young
Wild West an' his pards. They sartinly must be
asleep now. I oughter git a whole lot out of this
'cause I know putty well that there's lots of men
like me who would jump with joy if they knowed
that ther meddlesome young kid an' his pards
was dead."
Hop was a little disappointed because he did
not sit down in the chair, but he knew it would
be all right when he did, so he comforted himself
with that thought. Hasp went behinrl the bar
and, selecting a glass, picked up the very bottle
Hop had tampered with. The Chinaman put his
face very close to the window to see what would
happen, and if it could have been seen just then
a broad grin would have showed there. The
Red Ranchero poured the glass about half full,
d then he suddenly gave a start and looked at
it questioningly.
"That looks like watert" Hop heard him say.
"What i~ thunder is tner matter with ther
blamed liquor, anyhow? That bottle is ther one
I always drink from. Ther whisky I put in it is
jest as I buy it, but ther rest what I sell always
has a little water in it. I don't understand this."
He smelled of the contents of the . iglass, and
then tasted it. The look of disgust that came
over his face caused the Chinaman no little
merriment: But he kept it to himself, however,
for he was too well trained to make known his
presence in such a case. The man poured some
more from the bottle, and then satisfied that it
was water, he dumped the rest of it into the
pail.
"Some one has been here," he said, shaking
his head. "But I don't know. jest when, 'cause I
ain't sure whether I drank out of that bottle ther
last time 01· not. Jest as like as not that heathen
Chinee has played a trick on me when I wasn't
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lookin'. Well, it's all right. I'll fix that galoot,
too. He's got quite a little pile of money, an' as
soon as I've dumped Young Wild West an' his
pards into ther hole I'll ,go out there an' fix
him. Titer best way ter do it, I s'pose, would be
ter put a bottle of whisky there with some pizen
in it. WelJ, I've got . plenty of pizen, 'cause I
got a lot one dav from an old squaw. I s'pose I
could haye fixed Young Wild West an' his pards
that way, too. It would have been easy ter put
ther pizen in their drinks when I was serving
'em. But that wouldn't hardly have done, either,
'cause them gals would have knowed what hap. pened ter 'em, an' they might have made a whole
lot of trouble. Of course I don't want ter kill
them. I'm nutty bad, but I never feel like hurtin' a woman. Another thing. Hannah would jest
go off ther handle if I done anything like that.
Well, I'll have a drink, anyhow."
He found another bottle and took a drink, and
then after locking- the door he extinguished the
light, and Hop could hear him walking across
the room. Not lmowin,g just what part of the
house Wild and his partners were supposed to
sleep in, the Chinaman was a little puzzled. But
he ran on around to the other side, and finding
a door there he tried it. It was simply on the
latch, so without any hesitation he opened it and
found himself in a very small apartment, which
was more like a lobby or hallway than anything
else. He had barely got there when a door opened at the other side. He saw Hasp. coming, and
if he had brought a light with him he would
surely have discovered the clever Chinee. But
it was not the man's purpose to have a light just
then, for he was bent on working the rough machinery he had devised so the floor to which the
beds were fastened would suddenly drop down
and dump the occupants into the hole. Hop
drew back in a corner, treading as though he
was walking upon egigs. Not a sound did he
make, and hardly daring to breathe lest it might
be heard by the villain, he waited to see what
Suddenly he heard a sharp
would happen.
cracking sound, and then the noise made by
something falling followed. All was .still for
the space of a few seconds, and then the Red
Ranchero muttered:
"Well, I guess that fixed 'em. But it's mighty
strange they didn't even cry out or somethin'.
But I don't s'pose they could be heard, anyhow,
since that hole is mighty deep. I s'pose the}:'ve
been sound · asleep an' have fell so ther spikes
finished 'em right away. Well, that's one job
done anyhow. Now, then ter fix ther two
heathens, an' then it will be putty near time
for ther sky ter light up over there. 'But I
reckon I'd better take a look inside afore I go."
Hop heard him trying the door, and when it
refused to open the sound of a key grating in the
lock was heard. This told plainly that the villainous proprietor of the ranch had a duplicate
key. The door swung swiftly open, and then
the light of a match became visible to the crouahinig Chinaman. Hop thought it about time he
got out of his narrow quarters, so he slipped
swiftly to the door, and while he heard the Reel
Ranchero walking about the room and muttering
satisfied way, he went outside, carefully
in
closing the door after him. Chuckling with delighted at what had happened, the clever Chinee
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hurried to the small outbuilding where he was be velly muchee supplised when he findee um botsuppa.ed to sleep with his brother, and hid him- tle allee samee gottee whisky in."
self behind it. He had not been there long when
Out of the window he went, and after closing
he heard softly approaching footsteps. Peer- it he started around to his sleeping quarters.
ing around the corner, he saw Hasp with a bot- But just then he l1eard excited voices inside the
tle in his hand. It did not take long for the · house. He listened and discovered that a woman . ._
fiendish plotter to open the door and go away. was crying as she talked wildly.
Hop saw him go into the house the same way
"Whatee mattee?'' the Chinaman asked himhe had come out, and once the door closed he went self. "Lat allee samee um lanchman's wife.
around and entered the little building. HE! struck Maybe she gittee sick, . so be. Me havee findee
a match, and then he saw a bottle of whisky outtee."
on a stool that was right near the ladder that led
to the loft, he nodded with satisfaction.
"Lat allee Hght," he muttered. "Now, len, me
CHAPTER VIII.-A Woman's Horror.
havee play some more lille tlick on um Led
Lanchero. If me gittee in um barloom me allee
samee puttee lis in um bottle. Len maybe um
When the Red Ranchero stepped in the little
room to work the machinery that would drop a
Led Lanchelo allee samee gittee poison."
There was nothing for him to do now but to portion of the floor and throw the occup~nt in
wait until Hasp either went to sleep or left the the bed into t he awful hole beneath, Hop was not
house. With the bottle in his hand, he made his the only one who was listening. Dick Hasp's
way to the window of the barroom again. . A wife had long been opposed to his committing
minute or two later footsteps were heard m- the horrible crimes he had been guilty of. She
side, and then the Red Ranchero suddenly ap- had done her best to urge him to give up such
peared carrying a small lamp. This he placed busin ess and live an honest life. It seems that
upon the table, and then did the very thing Hop when Your.,g Wild West and his friends came
was anxious for him to do. He sat down upon to the ranch and engaged accommodations for
the chair he had occupied before ,going out. the night, the woman became very much excited •
over what she knew was bound to happen. But
Crack! crack! bang!
she darecl not warn the guests, for she knew
"Hip hi!" exclaimed the Chinaman, under his if
she did her husband would surely fly into a
breath. "Lat allee light." .
passion and kill her. When she left the girls
The Red Ranchero leaped to his feet with sur- in
the sitting-room it was not to go to sleep.
prising quickness, and a volley of oaths came
The woman paced the floor for over an hour in
from his lips.
"Some more of that Chinaman's work," Hop her own room. She was halting between two
so to speak. One was to let her
heard him say, as he cooled down somewhat. alternatives,
husband go ahead with his fiendish work, and the
"Well, he'll never play another joke, I reckon. other
to warn his intended victims. But try
That's one consolation, anyhow. Now, then, I a s shewas
might she could not bring herself to do
guess I'll go an' git my hors~ an' start ter ride the
right lhing, and it was not until she finally
over ter ther settlement. I r eckon it won't be went downstairs and saw her husband
coming
very lon.g now afore ther big blaze starts. But from t he ban-oom that she realized it was
too
I come in here ter git another drink, so I'd bet- late. To give the warning which would save the
ter not forgit it."
lives of Yount!' Wild West and his partners n(I\V
He was not long in gettinig the drink, and would result badly for her. She valued her liie
then, lamp in hand, he left the room. Hop wait- above anything else in the world, it seemed, so
ed and soon heard him going for his horse. It she crouched in the darkness and, trembling as
happened that the ranchman's steed was not through a fit of ague, she watched the Red
stabled at the place where the horses of his Ranchero and heard his mutterings as he caused
guests were quartered, so he did not discover that the trap to work.
-·
the horses belonging to Yol#\g Wild West and
Then she fell in a swoon, and some little time
his partners were missing. 'He was not long in later, when she came to, the horror of what
saddling and bridling his horse, and then had happened came upon her again with full
he mounted and rode away.
force. It must have been that she wa,s tempor"Now, len," said Hop, when he had disappeared arily out of her mind, for she decided to tell the
in the darkness, "me go in um barloom, so be. girls. what had happened. The fact was that she
could no longer restrain herself, so she rushed
Me fixee um Led Lanchelo allee samee."
It was easy for him to pry open the window, up the stairs to their room and, pounding upon
and a few minutes later he was inside. He took the door, called out:
the risk of li,ghiing a match, and then he brought
"Your friends have been killed . An awful
forth a piece of candle and touched the flame accident has happened. Open the door."
to the wick. It was not much of a light, to be
There came the sound of footsteps, and then
sure, but it answered the Chinaman's purpose the door was quickly opened by Arietta. Anna
very well. Selecting the bottle that was stand- lighted a lamp just then, and as the light fell
ing on the shelf back of the bar, Hop quickly upon the face of the terror-stricken woman they
pou1-ed into it the contents of the bottle the all realized what her hunied visit to their apartscoundrel had placed in the little building outside ment meant. Wringing her hands and crying ,
for the purpose of poisoning the two Chinamen. wildly, the ranchman's wife strode about the
"Lere !" he exclaimed, rubbing his hands with r0vm.
satisfaction, "maybe he no take lillee dlink, but
"Calm yourself, Mrs. Hasp," Arietta said
lat allee light. Me havee lille fun, anyhow. He coolly, as she took her gently by the arm and led
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her to a chair. ·"Sit down. No one has b<'en
killed, 1 am sure. There has been no accident in
the house so far."
"But you don't know, but you. don't know,"
screamed the woman .
.. Yes, I do know. I know exactly what you
want to tell me. You would say tllat Young \Vi!J
,vest and chis two partners have been hurled
downward through a trap into a deep hole and
have been pierced tl1rough and through by Jong,
sharp spikes."
''Oh!" sc1·eamed the woman, starting back.
''How do you know?"
"We know aJI about it, :\.frs. Hasp. Calm yourself. I a ss ure you that llO ' .~ing af the kind has
happened. While your husband rnay have causeJ
tbe heds to overturn, no one was sleeping i11 thetT.
at the time. The fact is, Mrs. Hasp, I.hat we
know all about the fiendish plot and that, being
prepaeecl for it, your husband has been outwitted."
The woman sat as if srunned.
"l won't believe you un ti1. I look," she declared,
aftex a rather lengthy rause.
''Take us with you, then, if you are go1ng to
look."
''I w'i;J; come."
Then she looked at the three gh-ls, and thei.r
coolness seemed to puzzle her not a little.
"Are you sure Young Wild West an' ther other
two ·wasn't asleep ' in their beds when the terrible thing was done?" ishe fa! tered.
"Quite sure. They went away some time ago to
pi-event your husband's men from burning th&
village. J think this wiil be the last. of yoo.r
husband and his villainous gang, Mrs. Hasp.
But you should be thankful for it, for I can see
tl1at you are a woman, after all. Yon don't apRrove of what the Red Ranchero has been doing.
!'hough you have somethin,g in the way of lo re
ior him still, you should throw it aside at onci>,
for such a scoundrel as Dick Has'f) is, is not fit tn
live."
The woman sank to the floor and burst into a
flood of tears. Arietta placed her arm about her
neck and tried to soothe her, and the result was
that in a very few minutes she had her COJ)'lparatively calm.
"I must go and look," she said. "I know how
tcr git down to ther death-hole, as Dick sometimes called it. Come with me."
The girls WP.re curious to see the horrible mantrap, so Arietta assisted her to leave the room,
while Anna ond Eloise followed, the foro1er
carrying the lamp. They went downstairs, and
then as they opened the door to go outside, llov
stood there. As . part of the conversation had
been can-ied on in rather loud tones he had
gleaned enough from it t-0 understand what waa
.
going on.
"Vcllv nicee night, so be," he said, bowing to
tho four as they came outside.
"What are you doing here, Hop?" Arietta
dt:manded.
"Misler Wild tellee me to watchee, s-0 me no go
to sleep, Missee Alietta. Evelythling al!ee Jight.n
"Therel" the girl said, turning to the ranchman's wife. "You hear what Hop says, Ev-erything is all right. That means that Wild, Charlie and Jim were not in the beds when your
lusband worked the trap. But we were aware
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of that, anyway, so that's why we were not a
!,it worried when you came to us with your
terrible story."
"\Yell," said the woman, showing' a sudden
courage, "I won't be satisfied until I see. Come
.:m ."
She led the way toward the corner of the
r.ouse, and then passing down three or four
steps, she opened a door which appeared to be
that of a cellar. To a certain extent it was,
for there was qui te an opening under the house,
which had been built directly over a deep fissure
between the rocks. The girls did not hesitate to
follow her into the under;ground place. Hop came
right af ter them, for he was ben t upon seeing
what w a s thf're. Once inside, the Red Ranche1·o's
wife sei zf'd a lantern , and with trembling hands
struck a match and lighted it. The lantern was
tied to a thin rope, and holding it in her hand,
she steppP.d cautiously toward a corner in the
cellar. To all appearances there was .no such
thing as a bi,g trap-door overhead, for after he
had workP.d the lever that caused the beds to
overt-11:rn, thev had immediately risen back to
their former position.
"There's ther death-hole," the woman faltered,
as she pointed toward the ground.
"I see it," Arietta answered, as coolly as
though it was merely a sight-seeing trip they
were on.
"'ViU you lower ther lantern down there so I
kin satisfy myself?"
"I certainly will."
The girl" took the lantern from her and then,
without any hesitation, let it igo downward into
the opening. As it reached the bottom, which
must. have been a distance of thirty feet, she
peered over. What she saw there was enough
to cause a shudder to pass .over her. Logs of
wood, to which were firmly fastened long, sharpened spikes, lay criss-cross all over the bottom
of the hole, and at the sides, as well. The logs
that had been wrapped in the ·bed clothes lay
upon them, and as the woman peered over she
mistook them for the bodies of her husband's
intended victims.
There they are!" she
"There they are!
screamed, and if it -had not been for Eloise
catchin,g her suddenly she might have pitched
forward into t;he pit.
"No, Mrs. Hasp," said Arietta, pushing her
back, gently. "They are nothing more than dummies that Wild and his partners fixed up and
placed in the beds."
"Are you sure?"
"Perfectly sure."
The woman breathed a sigh of relief.
"I'm so glad!" she exclaimed. "But don't you
tell my husband about this. He might fly into
such a passion that he would kill me."
"See here, Mrs. Hasp, you surely don't think
that your husband will be allowed to go at large
after having done all this, do you? Calm yourself now and look the matter squ.arely in the
face. Don't you think that he deserves being
punished?"
"Let him go, let him fol" she pleaded. "We'll
go away from here, an maybe he will reform."
"Well, I am not the one to decide on anything
like that, Mrs. Hasp. Young Wild West will
attend to that matter. But I am quite sure thail
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he would not think of such a thing as letting on these premises after havin,g heard what he
your husband go free. You had better make up dict,n Anna remarked.
your mind that he is lost to you forever. But
Hop shook his head.
come, let us get out of this dingy place. It is
"Me blother velly muchee sleepy-head," he repeated.
damp and gloomy here. I don't like it."
She turned and led the woman, who walked
"Well, go and wake him and bring him here.
along willingly enough, and up the flight of steps We need his company, I think."
they went into the O}Jen air.
"Allee light, Missee Anna," and Hop promptly
"Lat velly muchee awful, Missee Alietta," re- went out.
marked Hop, when they were outside. "Um Led
In spite of what had happened, the Chinaman
.
Lanchelo velly bad man, so be."
still had a broad sense of humor in him. He was
"There never was a worse one living, Hop," always playing tricks upon his brother, anyhow,
the girl answered. "W'here is he, anyhow?"
and as he entered the little shanty he decided to
"He go to see um settlement allee samee burn." wake him up suddenly. He struck a match and
"Oh, he did, eh? Well, then, there are none lighted a piece of candle he drew from his pocket,
of the villains at the house."
and then looked up at the little loft overhead.
"Evelybody gone, so be."
•The opening at the top of the ladder was not a
"All right, then; we will remain in possession. very large one, but when he found a coil of
But come inside, Mrs. Hasp. You must under- rope hanging to the wall he gave a nod of satisstand that you are no longer mistress of this faction and taking it, quickly ascended to the
ranch. We are in charge now, and you are our loft. There was no danger of waking Wing up,
so he set the candle on the floor, and ihen proprisone1'."
"Your prisoner!" echoed the woman, as ceeded to tie the rOPi about the sleeping China. man's ankles. This done, he picked up the canthough she could not realize such a thing.
"Yes, our prisoner. Now, if you decide to re- dle and descended the ladder, taking the rope
main quiet, all will be we11. But if you do not with him, of course.
"Now, Jen," he muttered, "my blother allee
we shall have to tie you, that's all."
"I'll be quiet. Don't think I would ever do a samee gittee outtee bed velly muchee quickee."
Drawing the rope out, he stepped back and
thing ter harm any of you. I've always been
then called out, sharply:
opposed ter murders an' ther like."
"Rip hi! Allee samee comee down, so be."
"Well, you have lived with one of the worst vilA heavy pull on the rope, and Wing flew out of
lains that ever breathed for a long time."
"Yes, I know. Dick is a good man, in some the bed with a thump.
"Whattee mattee? Whattee mattee?" he called
ways."
out, excitedly, but Hop kept right on pulling,
"But an awful bad one in others."
and down he came, clutching the top rungs of the
"Yes, that's right, miss."
Into the 'sitting-room they made their lay, ladde1· in time to save himself from la ndinP," in a
'
heap below.
and the woman was led to a couch.
"What ar~ you trying to do, Hop?"
"Lie down, Mrs. Hasp," said Arietta, perIt was Arietta who spoke, for she had folsuasively. "You may as well 1get some rest.
We are going to stay up and wait for Young lowed the Chinaman outside, thinking that probWild West to come back. W1ien .he comes you able he would use violent means to arouse his
can rest assured that everything will be all right, sleeping brother.
"Lat allee light, Missee Alietta. Me wakee
and that. the settlement is safe."
"Dick has been talkin' a long while about burn- uppee my blother, so be."
"Well, I think you have," she answered smilin' ther settlement," the woman answered, as she
obeyed the girl's orders. "He hates Ned Banks, ing in spite of herself. "Come down here, 'wing.
ther hotelkeeper over there, so much that he You are wanted."
."-Allee light, Missee Alietta," was the meek
made up his mind ter burn him out an' all ther
rest of ther buildin's, too. I don't ln1ow why reply. "Whattee mattee?"
.
"Come into the house with us."
he could have been so bad as all that, but when
Wing quickly relieved himself of the rope that
l1e makes up his mind ter do. a thing there's no
had been tied about his ankles, and glared at
sto_v,pin' him."
'Oh, yes, I think there is a way to stop him. Hop, who kept at a safe distance. But he dared
He has been stopped already, Mrs. Hasp. But not dispute what the girl said, so he followed
don't you mind. You will be a great deal better her into the house. Hop came in a little later
off without such a villain for a husband, I am and then they all sat there watching the woman'
who lay as though asleep on the couch. But
·
sure."
~urely the Red Ranc!1ero's wife was not sleepThe woman said •no more, but sank back upon mg. What was passmg through her mind just
the couch and closed her eyes. Then the girls then can better be imag·ined than written.
drew up their chairs and sat down to wait.
"Where is Wing, Hop?" Arietta asked, after a ·
short silence.
"He allee samee sleepee in um shanty out lere,"
and the Chinaman pointed toward the rear of
CHAPTER IX.-How the Plot Failed.
the house.
"Then he knows nothing of what has hapYounig Wild West and his partners had no
pened."
difficulty in getting within hearing distance of
"No, my foolee blother too muchee sleepy-head. the six scoundrels who had set out to burn the
He no ':!laid, so he go to sleep."
houses of the settlement while their occupants
"Wt'll. I don't see how any one could sleep were sleeping. Never once did the young dead-
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shot doubt that they would be able . to prevent
the crime and capture the men. They rode on
through the darkness until at last one solitary
li,ght could be seen, and then they knew that they
must be close to the settlement. As they drew
a little nearer they saw that it came from one
of the larger of the shanties, so they guessed it
must be the hotel, where the mortal enemy of the
Red Ranchero did business. But they were keeping a watch upon those ahead of them all the
time, and when they saw them enter a narrow
ravine they followed them until they heard the
horses ahead of them come to a halt. The
nearest of the houses was not more than a
hundred yards distant, so Wild whispered to his
partners that they would leave their horses there
and go the rest of the. way on foot. After tying
the animals so there would be no chance for
them to stray away, they crept forward, taldng
care to keep behind the rocks as much as possible,
and soon saw one of the men they had followed
heaping up a pile of brushwood. The rest had
gone, to make preparations for the big· blaze.
"Watch that fellow, boys," Wild whispered.
"I am go_ing to go on a little further and see
what the rest are doing."
Charlie and Jim nodded, so he ·at once crept
away, and was soon within thirty feet of the
nearest shanty. The settlement had been built
close to a ro!!kY bluff, and as has been stated,
the houses were very close tQgether. There were
so few of them that no doubt the fiends could
start them blazing all at once. The light had
now disappeared from the window of the hotel,
but Wild could see the flag waving from the top
of it in the starlight. All was quiet in Jigtown,
and no doubt the settlers were sound asleep with
no thought of danger in their minds. The boy
soon saw dark forms walking stealthily about,
here and there, but there was no one close to the
nearest shanty, so he crept forward and soon
reached it. It was built upon posts, the floo1·
being probably three feet above the ground, and
as the boy felt underneath it his hand came in
contact with a pile of hay.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath, "they
have this one all ready to go, and I suppose
they are fixing up the 1·est. I wonder where they
got the hay from?"
·
He crept away from the spot and moved along
close to the bluff, anc:l. then he soon discoverecl
where the hay came from. There was a barn
there that contained plenty of it, and it wai:l
-from this that the scoundrels got the needed
combustible to start the blaze. Wild decided to
wait here until they came back, so he sat dcwn
behind a rock, close to tbe barn, and kept his
eyes fixe<i. toward the houses, all of which he
could se'! quite well. It was not more than ten
minutes before he saw two men approaching.
Then three more came from another direction.
They came within a few yards of him, and after
talking in low tones for half a minute, they all
started to join the man the:v had left making
preparations to start a fire, so they might light
the resinous torches they had brought with them.
The villains were all masked, and the young
deadshot smiled when he saw this, for he knew
how little good it was going to do them by trying
to conceal their identity.
The boy waited until they disappeared, and
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then he hurriedly crept around among the rocks
and joined his two partners. At that moment
one of the fiends struck a match and 11ghted the
pile of fagots. Then as the blaze sprang up
they all -stepped forward with the torches th~
had provided themselves with and placed them
into the fire.
"They are certainly going about this business
in a systematic way," Jim whispered.
"That's right, Jim, and so are we,'' our hero
retorted.
"You kin bet your life on that!" and the scout
chuckled as though the whole thinig was a big
joke.
Five minutes passed, and by that time the
torches were all burning fiercely. The time had
now arrived for the climax, and Young Wild
West and his partners were certainly ready.
Each of the villains was selecting a torch from
the ffre.
"They are going to burn the settlement!" Wild
whispered to his two friends as they peered over
the rocks.
"You mean they think they are," the scout retorted, with a shrug of his shoulders.
"Yes, that's right, Charlie. Now, then, when
they start to leave the spot we must appear before them. Ready!"
The last was spoken aloud, and the astonished
scoundrels stopped stock still and looked in the
direction of our friends.
"Hold up your hands!" said Young Wild West,
springing into the light, a revolver in either hand.
"I reckon the settlement won't be burned tonight. The first man who tries to touch a gun
will die."
.
All but one of them obeyed the command. He
was the man called Billy. Uttering an oath, he
hurled a lighted torch at our hero, and then
bounded quickly behind an adjacent rock. Crack!
Cheyenne Charlie fired at him, but was too late.
The others must have taken courage from the
act of their companion, for they hurled their
to1·ches aside and st-arted to run, one of them
firing a shot, which went wide of the mark.
There was no way out of it now, so Young Wild
West and his partners opened fire on them.
Half a dozen shots sounded in quick succession,
and then the five who had been too slow to get
away lay upon the ground.
"We must get that other fellow, boys!" our
hero exclaimed, and then he turned and ran in
the direction Billy had taken.
He did not know who the fello~ was at the time.
But that made little or no difference to him. He
was bent upon capturing him so he could b€
taken alive, if possible, for he felt that the31
would need some one to gain a confession from,
If · the Red Ranchero waited until he saw the
.flames he would not appear there, and Wild harl
an idea that he might think something waF
wrong and remain at home. Over the rocks and
through the darkness the boy ran. He could
hear the footsteps of the fugitive plainly, and he
knew he was gaining 'upon him. Meanwhile
Billy, who was thoroughly frightened, was doinl!,
a lot of thinking just then. He had recognized
Young Wild West and his partners, and that was
quite enough to make him feel that bis chance of
living was very slim. It occurred to him that the
only thing to do now was to throw aside hi..1 maalr
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and run straight to the settlement. Then he
would try to make it appear that he had been
there and that he was entirely unaware that such
a thing as a plot to burn the nlace .had ever existed. Along the bluff he ran until he found a
place where he could descend it with comparative
ease. Risking being hurt from a fall, he bounded
down the steep slope, and reaching the level below, made a bee-line for the building the flag
was flying from. But Wild was right after hill'.),
and when he saw _what he was up to he gave a
-chuckle_ of satisfaction. He did not try to overtake him now, but thought it advisable to let him
go on and gain an entrance tQ the hotel. On ran
Billy, and, the distance bein,g short, he soon
reached the door of the shanty structure that
was owned by Ned Banks. He pounded upon the
door so hard that Wild was forced to laugh. The
boy now came down to a walk, and kept on leisurely until he got behind the building. Then a
light suddenly appear_e d inside, and he ·could
hear some one moving about.
"Who's there?" a voice asked.
"It's me. I want ter git in. Hurry up, Ned!"
Billy retorted, excitedly.
"Who's me?" came the query.
"Billy, from ther Red Ranch."
"What do yer want here?"
"Open ther door, Ned. Hurry up!"
Wild heard the door -being unbolted, and then
he hastened around to the front of the house. He
was just in time to see the scoundrel enter, and
he was after him as quick as a cat.
"Hello!" cried Banks, for it was the proprietor
himself, showing great surprise. "What does
this mean?"
"Don't you keep open all night?" Wild asked,
not paying any particular attention to the man he.
had followed there.
"I do, if there's any busines·s goin' on. But
what do yer want, Billy?"
''I wanted ter tell yer that somethin' was
goin' -on that wouldn't be very healthy for you a:n'
ther rest of ther folks livin' in Pigtown," Billy
answered, as it occurred to him all at once to
try and . make it appear that he had learned of
the plot and had come to warn him.
"Somethiri' goin' on that wouldn't be very
healthy for us, eh?"
"Yes, that's right. ' I took a notion ter ride
over here, an' while I was ridin' along I heard
some voices a little. way back here. I got off my
horse an' crept up ter listen~- There was a lot
of men with masks on their faces, talkin' about
settin' fire to all ther houses here. They had .a
fire goin'f an' they was jest lig-htin' torches, so I
thought 'd better hurry here an' let yer know
about it. You had better wake up everybody
an' git ready ter clean 'em out."
"See here," said Wild, looking at him sharply,
"is this the truth you are telling?"
"It sartinly i&, Young Wild West."
"Well, did you hear any shooting as you ran
here?"•
"Yes, I did."
"Well, it's all right, then. The scoundrels who
were about to burn the settlement are all dead
mtce_pt one. He got away."
"One got away, eh?" and Billy acted very
aervous.

''Yes, and I followed him, too. He came right
herP..''
T11e scoundrel knew it was all up, so be turned
and made a bolt for the door. But Wild's right
fist swung out quickly and caught him on the
..r
chin. Down he went in a heap to the floor.
"Have you got a l'ope, boss ?" the boy said,
cooily, as he threw himself upon the man and
helrl him down.
"A rope? What in thunder does this mean,
ar.yl1ow?" asked the startled landlord of the
sha11Ly hot,"!.
"Well, I reck<m this· fellow told you about what
was up. He was one of the scoundrels who had
plotted to burn the settlement, that's all. The
Red Ranchero sent them over here to do it.
We happen ed to hea:r: about it so we came over
to prevent i t, that's all. My two partners will be
here presently."
Ned Banks was so astonished at what he heard
that he made no effort to ,g et the rope Wild had
asked for.
"Boss, are you going to get that rope for me?
I am in a hurry."
"Ye-es," stammered the .man, and then he hastened away to do the young deadshot's bidding.,
He was not. long in returnin,g with a clothesline, and then Wild quickly disarmed and bound
bis prisoner.
"We will tie him to a chair, boss, I reckon," he
said, as he seized the man by the arms and lifted
him upon a chair. "We want him so we can have
some one to tell all about the plot, and why it
was concocted by the Red Ranchero, you know."
~"So Dick Hasp sent a gang over here ter burn
us all out1• did he?" Banks asked, his eyes ftashin,g. "Well, I reckon if that's ther case he ain't
goin' ter live very long. I know that man only
too well, boy. There was a time when I used ter
think a lot of him, but that was afore he got ter
committing murder an' sich. Then I turned
agai_n st him, an' he wasn't satisfied, so he had ter
come up this way an' locate near me. 1 s'pose
he's always been afraid I would tell on him for
what he had done. But I never meant ter do
that so long as he left me alone. But it's all
right now. If he's done what you say, you kin
bet he'll have a rope around his neck jest as soon
as me an' ther boys around here kin lay hands on
-II
him."
At this juncture footsteps were hea:rd outside,
been
had
who
and then several of the settlers
awakened by the shootin,g so near them came
rushing in. They were quickly followed by Charlie and Jim.
"What's goin' on, Ned?" one _of the settlers
·
asked, excitedly.
"Somethin' mighty bad was meant ter go- on,"
was the reply. "This boy will tell yer all about
it, I reckon. One of Dick Hasp's men is here, tied
hand an' foot. He was with some more whab
had come over here ter burn us out while we
was asleep. What do y~r think of that? Hasp
sent 'em over ter do ·it, too."
"Gentlemen," said Wild, stepping to t:le- center
of the room and raising his hand for silence, "if
you will just listen for a minute or two I will ~
,
- tell you aH about this business."
"Go ahead," came the reply from the man who
_had :first spoken.
In a very few words the young deaatshot re-
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lated the_ nlot, and also how the Red Ranchero samee die," Hop muttered, uneasily. "Me no
had planned to do murder at his own house. wantee poison um man likee lat. But maybe he
Surprise and astonishment were evidenced by the no puttee poison in um taniglefoot. J\laybe he
crowd at this. Many questions were asked, but only foolee and wantee gittee um poor Chinee
our hero answered them all satisfactorily. In dlunk. Well, allee light. If um poison in um
a few minutes there was not a man asleep in the bottle and he dlinkee um tanglefoot, he allee
settlement, and they were all gathered at the samee gittee whattee he wantee givee to me ~nd
hotel. Some of them were for lunching Billy my blother. Me no helpee now."
The Red Ranchero appeared very uneasy. He
right away, and becoming terrified, the villain
made a clean breast of it all, not omitting a single placed the lamp on. the bar and then walked bedetail. But even then they wanted to lynch him, hind it. Hop watched him keenly, for he could
and it took all Wild could do to prevent them. see all that took place. The first thing Hasp did
"Just hold him until to-morrow, gentlemen," he was to find a iglass. Then he reached to the shelf
said. "You must remember that we have got to and took the bottle that contained poison. But
get the Red Ranchero yet. The girls belonging as he was going to pour some into the glass he
to our party are over at his ranch now, and we held it up before him.
must get back there, for theTe is no telling just
"That's funny!" he exclaimed, aloud. "It's
what he might take a notion to do."
ther bottle what had ther water in it. I'm sartin
of
one
West,"
"We'll go with yer, Young Wild
I chucked it all out. But it seems as though it's
them called out, for they had learned who our whisky now. What sort of business is this goin'
friends were befoTe this. "Jest let us lay hands on, anyhow? I got tired of waitin' ter see ther
on that red-whiskered scoundrel, an' we'll soon blaze start over at the settlement, an' when I
make short work of him."
heard some shootin' goin' on I made up my nund
In less than ten minutes as many as a dozen that ther boys must have made a fallure of it,
men were mounted, ready to follow our hero and so ther best thing I could do was t-er git back
his partners to the Red Ranch.
- here. I wonder if this is whisky?"
He poured some in the glass and smelled of it.
"It sartmly is," he muttered, and then he took
a taste.
CHAPTER X.-The Red Ranc.qero Takes His
"It is whisky, all right. But I can't underOwn Medicine.
stand how it got in· ther bottle. But maybe I
was sorter worked up an' I filled ther bottle afore
Hop had taken his position n_ear ~n open. win- I went. That must be ther way it is."
dow in the house, and he kept hstemng, so 1f the
Then he filled the glass and swallowed the conRed Ranchero happened to come back he would tents at a sinigle gulp. Hop watched him, and
hear him. It was not more than half an hour when he saw that th,:1re was no expected effects
after Wing was so rudely awakened that the he made up his mind that the liquor had not
clever Chinee cau,ght the sounds of hoofbeats.
been poisoned after all. Hasp took the bottle
"Somebody allee samee comee, Missee Alietta,'\ and the glass and walked around and sat down
he said, addressing the girl, whom he considered at the table. But he must have remembered what
the leader when Wild and his partners were happened the last time he did that, for he lifted
a-way. "Maybe um Led Lanchelo comee back:"
the chair and looked carefully upon the floor.
"If that is the case be must have seen the hght Satisfied that there was no danger of an explohere," the girl answered. "But I suppose it's all sion occurring, he sat down and then poured anright. Probably he will think his wife is sitting other drink. Before swallowin~ it he lighted his
up waiting for his return. Now, then, we must pipe, however, and then tipping back his chair,
be prepared for anything that may happen, he placed his feet on another and settled back to
girls."
wait and see what the result of his plot would
Anna and Eloise nodded, though their faces be. P1·esently he picked up the glass and swal-· turned slightly ·pale. The woman was lying as lowed the contents. Hop watched him nervously,
though in a stupor, and she did not say a word for he was not sure yet that the man had swalat this. But it could be seen that she must have lowed poison. Presently the Red Ranchero laid
been partly conscious. for she trembled slightly down his pipe and then taking his feet from the
and turned as though to hide her face.
chair he placed his arm upon the table and laid
"Me go outtee and watchee, Missee Alietta," his head upon it.
Hop said, as he put on his hat and started to
"He allee samee go to sleepee," thought Hop.
leave the house.
"All right," was the reply. "I think you know "Well, lat allee light. Me waitee lillee while and
if he no wakee uppee, len me go tellee Missee
pretty well what to do, Hop."
·
The Chinaman had scarcely got outside when a Alietta."
He waited fully fifteen minutes, but not once
horseman galloped up and dismounted at the rear
of the ranch house. It was Dick Hasp. Hop did the villain at the table stir. Then the clever
knew him right away, and as he saw the villain Chinee went on around the house, and entered by
open the door and ent er, he crept around, for it the way he had come out.
struck him that he might be going to the bar"Missee Alietta," he said, "me no tellee you
room. The next minute a light showed there, and lat um Led Lanchelo allee samee flxee poison in
'-, then the Chinaman knew he was right. Around some tanglefoot to killee me and my blother." ·
to the window he went, and when he saw the Red
"Why, no," the girl answered, in surprise.
RancheTO light a lamp it struck him right away "Did he do that?"
drink.
a
take
to
going
was
he
that
"Lat light, Missee Alietta. Me hear him talkee,
"If he takee um dlink flom lat bottle he allee and pletty soonee he .e:o to. um shanty outtee lere.
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When he comee outtee me go lere and me findee
um bottle of tanglefoot. But me no dlinkee um
tanglefoot. When he go away me go to um
barloom and allee samee puttee um tanglefoot in
um bottle on um shelf, whattee um Led Lanchelo
allee samee dllnkee flom. Me watchee thlough
um window lillee while ago, and me see him allee
samee takee two dlinks flom um bottle. Len he
go to sleep."
"Why, if there was poison in the bottle he must
be dead, Hop I" the ,girl answered.
At this the woman suddenly sprang from the
couch.
"Where is my husband?" she cried, in anguish.
"I must go to him."
Before they could stop her she rushed from the
room. Anna was about to run after her when
Arietta caught her by the sleeve and said.
"Wait! Don't try to stop her. She is not
exactly in her right mind. If it happens that the
man is really dead Jet her find him that way.
Then we will do our best to pacify her after."
They could hear the woman opening doors and
slarnrni~ them after her, and the next minute a
loud shriek resounded through the house. But
even then they did not offer to leave the room.
"Urn Led Lanchelo allee sarnee dead, so be,"
observed Hop, shaking his head. "He gittee him
own medicine, so be. Maybe lat allee light."
"Perhaps it Is all right, Hop," Arietta said,
her face very pale now. "But I don't like the
idea of your poisoning him. It don't seem right."
"But he allee sarnee puttee urn tanglefoot with
urn poison in it so me dlinkee," Hop answered,
doggedly.
"Well, that's all right. You could have thrown
it away."
"Lat allee light, Missee Alietta. If um Led
Lanchelo allee sarnee gittee poisoned he no gittee
lynched."
There was some logic to this, so Arietta said
no more. They could hear the woman weeping
bitterly in another part of the house, and a few
minutes later she came in, apparently herself.
"He is dead I" she exclaimed, and then she
threw herself upon the couch and swooned.
Hop had nerve enough to go Into the barroom.
The lamp was still lighted and setting upon the
bar. The Red Ranchero was in the same position
as when he had seen him from the window. He
did not offer to touch him, or make the least examina.tion of him. He opened the door and left
it that way~ and then went outside to wait for
the return of Youn,g Wild West and his partners.
It was not many minutes before he heard the
clatter of hoofs, and then he knew that either
they were coming, or that the Red Ranchero's
men had escaped and were heading for the ranch.
Ready to hide himself should the latter be the
case, the Chinaman watched and waited. When
he finally saw more than a dozen horsemen riding up and heard excited voices, he thought that
perhaps the villains had been reinforced and
were coming back to let their boss know of their
failure, so he hurriedly crept behind a bush that
was handy by, and waited until they came to a
halt and dismounted. Then it was that he saw
Wild and his partners among the men, and with
a cry of joy, he spran,g out.
"Hello, Misler Wild!" he said, as he ran up to
the young deadshot. "Evelything allee light?"

"Yes, Hop, everything is all right. The six
men who went over to burn the settlement made
a failure of it. Five of them are dead, and the
other is a prisone1· over there. But where is
Hasp?"
"He allee samee in here," and Hop indicated
the barroom. "He allee sarnee asleep, Misler
Wild."
Two or three of the men crowded into the place,
and when they saw the Red Ranchero sitting in
the chair, his head upon a table, they really
thou,ght he was asleep.
"Wake up, Dick Hasp!" one of them thundered, as he brou,ght his fist upon the table.
"Your last hour has come."
The jar from the blow caused the form to move
slightly, but failed to arouse him. But Hop
thought it b1!st to explain right away, so he
picked up a bottle, and holding it where all might
see it plainly, he said:
"Lis tanglefoot allee samee gottee poison in
it. Um Led Lanchelo takee two dlinks, and he
allee sarnee dead, so be."
"What!" cried Wild, seizing the bottle from his
hand.
The Chinaman lost no time in expaining everything. Then a shout went up, and one man, who
was a little bolder than the rest, seized the lifeless form on the table and g~e it a shake. But
it was no use. The Red Ranchero was dead, slain
by the poison he had prepared for the two Chinamen. Though it was well along towara morning,
our friends decided to leave t he Red Ranch at
once. Half a dozen of the men from the settlement declared they would stay there until morning, however, and when our friends left half an
hour later they were busy going through the
house, from the man-trap in the cellar to the
garret.
But it made little difference to Wild and his
companions what they did now, since they were
satisfied that the men were strictly honest, and
that they would not steal anything that had belonged to Hasp and his wife. The woman accompanied them to the · settlement without a
word of protest. She understood it all now, for
Arietta had explained. Ned Bank's hotel was
open, so they put up there the rest of the night,
though it was little sleep that any of them got.
They remained at the settlement until noon, and
by that time things were settled to their full satisfaction, though the angry settlers had succeeded
in dragging Billy out and lynching him before
it could be prevented. When they finally rode
away from Jigtown they all had the satisfaction
of knowing that they had broken up a bad 1gang,
and the Red Ranchero would never rob any more
travelers or lure them to his death-trap.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST ON A PUZZLING TRAIL; or,
ARIETTA'S NUGGET CLEW."
"It's too bad!" said the man with heavy boots
and chin whiskers. "There's a big ship called the
Indiana, and one called the Massachusetts, an' so
on. But where's the New Jersey?" "Never
mind," replied his companion. "We ain't slighted.
I understand they's a hull bunch o' boats known
as the Mosquito Fleet."
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CURRENT NEWS
EARTH MAY BE 2,000,000,000 YEARS OLD
The age of the earth has been a question of
much speculation for many yeafs. Scientists
finally extended their imaginations sufficiently to
estimate it to be between 10,000,000 and 100,000,000 years old, but Lord Bayleigh, English scientist, in a paper recently made public by the Smithsonian Institution, sets the earth's age at between 2,000,000,000 and 3,000,000,000 years. Lord
Bayleigh based his estimate upon a study of the
rate of decomposition of the radio elements. He
says the earth's crust has been suitable for habitation by living things at least twenty times as
long as the previous maximum estimate.

LIVED

IN

THE

SAME HOUSE FOR 86
YEARS
Most folks of the present era are accustomed
to moving from house to house at least once or
twice in a lifetime, if not oftener. To some, moving day is almost an annual occurrence.
But it has been discovered by a recent survey
in Lawrence County conducted by a newspaper
that there are persons who have 1·esided in the
same house for three-quarters of a century or
longer and that there are a large number who
have a half-century occupancy of the same house
to their credit.
Probably the record taker for permanent oc-

cupancy of the same domicile, however, will be
found m the person of Miss Cor,lin Heans, who
has spent eighty-six years in the same brick
homestead near Neshannock Creek, just east of
New Wilmington, Pa.
She was born in that homestead on Nov. 16,
1837, and has never lived in any other home.
The building, a brick structure, is nearly 100
years old, having been built by her father some
time before her birth.

SWEET POTATOES MADE INTO SYRUP
The question of providing enough food for the
increasing number of city dwellers has been a
pressing . one. So has the problem of conservation of waste products. It is said that some of
the big packing companies rely upon the use of
their waste by-products for profit. Industrial
chemistry has found many uses for waste products in the past generation and has thus succeeded in effecting great savings both in money
and the supply of materials and food. The latest
step in this direction is the use of small unmarketable sweet potatoes. Government agricultural
experts have been endeavo"ring to interest Southern growers in a plan to convert their waste
sweet potatoes into fine brown commercial syrup.
Heretofore they have been discarded as waste or
have been plowed into the soil for fertilization.

BOYS, DO YOU LIKE DETECTIVE STORIES?
You Should Read

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
It contains the snappiest and liveliest stories you ever read. Each number bel!ins
witJ-> a rousing detective novelette, filled with pep from start to finish. Then then•
arP from four to six short stories of police adventure with good plots and interesting
situations. All these stories are written by the same authors who write for the .higher
pdced magazines. Don't miss the articles about crime detection, yams of the underworld and special items relating to -ghostly happenings, peculiar events and current
news of police cases.
·

Colored Covers, Fine Illustrations -

64 ·Pagts

Get a Copy, Read It and See
Ho_w Interesting the Stoiies Are!

PRICE 10 CENTS
If you cannot procure a copy from your newsdealer send us the price (ten cents)
and we will mail you one postage free. Address

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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GOING IT ALONE

cannot know what an awful thing it is t o be shut
within stone walls for a lifetime."
"You certainly did not do wrong," said Tom.
-Or,"You are innocent. There is no reason why you
should not enjoy your liberty. It was impossible
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
for you to get it any other way. Every man's ~
life is his if he is innocent."
With a cry of joy White flung his arms about
By DICK ELLISON
and embraced him. He wept like a child.
"Those are the only kind words that have been
spoken to me since I left home," he said. "It has
(A SERIAL STORY)
seemed as if the world was against me. That is,
I suppose, the way of all men convicted by the
law. Liberty was· dear to me, lad. But I fear
CHAPTER XIX.-( Continued.)
that it will not be mine long to enjoy. That is
With a sob of great joy White grasped Tom's why I have told you that this is the last time I
hand.
ever will see that beautiful sunset as we have seen
"Heaven bless you, Tom Arnold! If the world it so many times from this spot."
was like you there would be nothing to regret.
"I do not understand you," said Tom. "I ,s ee
I have been hounded and despised so long by my no reason why you should not continue to see it as
fellow kind that I had almost lost my heart. I before. Have they located you?"
am not what they think me. I swear that. I have
He nodded.
been falsely charged. I will tell you all."
"That is it," he said, hollowly. "They have
It was a sad and strange story that White told. found me out. There are men of the law at this
Tom listened and as it was unfolded his respect moment surrounding this cabin. I cannot hope _to
and liking f9r is partner increased instead of get away. They will come here for me to-sight. I
diminished.
am trapped. I will either have to go back to
"I was a lad like you once," said White. "I prison before another day or take my leave of
lived in a town in New York State. My sainted earth."
He drew his revolver. In an instant Tom had
mother was the dearest woman on earth. I was
happy there and if I had not left home I might grabbad it.
"Hold on, Cass," he said firmly. "That is foolyet be happy and respected there in my own
town. But I went into the \Vest to make a for- ish. You shall not do that. There is a way I
tune. I was doing well in a town in the southern know. I will fight for you in the courts and you
part of this State when one day a man named shall be set free. It can be done. I will devote
Gardell came into my life. I had met a girl, she my life to that end. Have hope and you shall be
was sweet and pretty. I believed her all that was cleared."
The words had barely left Tom Arnold's lips
good and worthy. We were to be married. This
man Gardell being jealous circulated stories about when White bounded to his feet. There was a
me that came to her ears. She believed them and thrilling reason for it, as · Tom now saw.
Armed men were seen coming up the trail to
turned against me. Gardell and I had a fierce
war of words. That was all. I never saw him the cabin. The convict gave a yell and sprang
alive after that. He was found dead the next away before Tom could stop him.
day with bullet wounds in him in the outskirts
Bullets came flying up the pass. They failed
of the town. Of course the authorities began an to stop the flying man who went out of sight for
investigation and naturally selected me as the a moment climbing the ledges.
likely murderer. It was remembered that we had
The next moment the sheriff's men were on the
quarreled over the woman. They anested and spot. They came up to Tom suspiciously.
tried me. I was given a chance by the jury as
"He can't escape," said one of them. ''Are you
the evidence was circumstantial and sentenced to his pard?"
prison for life. A number of years of my life
"I am," said Tom, hotly. "This is infamous.
was spent there. It was awful. My mother died He is an innocent man. I think you would well
in agony over the sad belief that I was a mur- to let him escape."
derer. I had given up all hope of ever becoming
The sheriff's man laughed.
a part again of the great world's affairs when
"I guess not. There is a reward of several
one night a convict broke out and took me with thou sand dollars for him. He is our game."
him. He was 1·ecaptured, but I managed to get
Then Tom heard shots up in the hills. What
away. Liberty was sweet to me. I could not go followed was ever after to him like a nightmare.
back. I came into the mountains and have been It was an hour later that he saw men climbing
here for several -years. They have never found down into a sort of deep cauldron-shaped abyss in
me. If they ever do I will have to go back. That the hills. At the bottom lay a shapeless mass.
would mean death to me."
W,h en they brought it up there was little to disHis voice broke again and he shook with emo- tinguish the once handsome face and figure of
tion. Tom had listened with sad heart filled with Cass White. But he had cheated the inexorable
sympathy. He believed every word that he said. law and ended his life.
Tom was heart-broken. He demanded the body
Softly he said:
"I am glad that you have told me this, Cass. of his friend . The sheriff's men, disgusted at the
failure to capture their man alive, acceded to this.
It has increased my faith in you."
"Then you do not think I did wrong in break- Then they went away.
ing out of prison?" he asked, ea~erly. "You
(To be continu ed.)
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GOOD READING
BLUEBERRIES AN INCH THICK

cipher. This invention, it has been contended,
meets a long felt want by those having occasion
dream but a possibility. At the United States to send secret communications by means of crypDepartment of Agriculture testing plantation at tographic codes.
.
Whitesbog, four miles east from Brown Mills, N.
It is said that while engaged in w1·iting disJ., about 25,000 blueberry hybrids have now been patches as naval attache there came to the infruited. Many of them, according to the Scien~ ventor -the idea of constructing a cipher machine.
ti fie A merwan, have produced berries three- He was constantly finding errors and ambiguities
fourths of an inch in diameter, several four-fifths in the different codes used and . consequently he
of an inch and one of them this year reached
al- determined to devise a code on a mathematical
1
most seven-eighths of an inch.
basis which should be, as it were, ever· renewable-each succeeding message being written by a
code which was a mathematical development of
FRENCH MONUMENT TO AMERICANS
the code used in the preceding one. At last he
Rising 325 feet above the earth, a colossal compounded a code which satisfied him in this restatue of France, scanning the horizon for the spect as also in its clearness and infallibility.
American ships, is being built on the cliffs at the
Then, however, came the question of giving the
Pointe de Grace, on the Gironde, where the first invention a more practical shape. It was desoldierS from the United States landed during the cided by the officer that there was nothing for it
war. As an expression of France's gratitude, the but to produce a machine that would work autofoundation· stone of the colossal monument was matically and which, metaphorically speaking,
laid in 1919, on the anniversary both of the first should hold the secret of the invention locked in
Battle of the Marne and of the. birth of La- its breast. With the help of skilled watchmakers
fayette. The general design, which has been al- he finally produced a machine suitable for his
tered considerably since its first conception, has purpose and with a few months_ further labor a
been prepared by M. Bartholome and M. Andre presentable example of this instrument was
Ventre the latter the .architect of the famous · brought before the Foreign Office of his country.
"Trench -of Bayonets." A bas-relief at the base
of the shaft will represent the arrival of Lafayette in the United States in 1777.
A blueberry an inch thick i·n diameter is not a

"Mystery Magazine"

RUBIES RETURN TO FAVOR
One of the interesting possibilities of the precious stone trade at the present time is the return of rubies to favor. In the smaller sizes they
have been taken for some time for use in flexible
platinum bracelets and of late there has been
some inquiry in the high-grade trade for large
rubies. One inquiry told of was for two fine rubies of from 6 to 8 carats in ,size, but they could
not be found. Could they have been located it was
said by an expert on gem matters, they might
easily have brought $100,000 if of the pig:eonblood variety.
"When rubies really come back," the expert in
question continued, "they will be found to be by
far th.a -most expensive gems of all, and the prices
that fine stones will bring will literally stagger
the imagination. A fine two-carat ruby, for instance, might easily ~ell for $15,000 if competition
for those stones were as keen as that which now
exists for sapphires and emeralds. Many gem
men will join me in saying ·that fine rubies are
the scarcest precious stones in the world, and that
there is nothing to take their place. Even now
a fine four-carat is worth more than an emerald
of similar quality and size, although the popular
understanding is that emeralds top the list of
costly gems."
A CIPHER MACHINE
Some time ago there was invented abroad an
electrical automatic writer of a cryptic cipher
and its complement, the automatic reader of the
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INTEllESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
THE NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT
RADIO RECEIVER
One of the greatest thrills you can get comes
vrhen you finish building a r-adio and are ready to
.isten in for the first time. That is the feeling
1Tou will have if you make a Neutrodyne, for it
mil not only draw in nearby stations, but distant
Jnes as well, with remarkable clearness. All
radio bugs consider it the finest instrument made,
1s goo.d radio frequency amplification has baffled
the best engineers until Professor Hazeltine in11ented this circuit. The neutroformers and neutrodons necessary to make it work are patented,
and must be purchased of dealers using Fada
products, as the manufact~rer is licensed by the

The first proceeding is to mark your panel, and ,
drill it with holes according to the size of screws
and shafts on your instruments.
Neutro/01·mers.-The three neutroformers are
mounted in the center of the height of the panel.
They must set at an angle of about 60 degrees
from being horizontal. This position is very important.
Rheostats.-The vernier rheostat for controlling the filament current and the amplifier rheostat
controlling the filament current of the three am- .
pli:fier tubes are on a line with the big dials, the
power rheostat being the last one, on the righthand side facing the panel.
Swith and Jacks.-The phone (3-pronged) jack
is beneath the vernier Theostat knob, the horn
( 4-pronged) jack is beneath the power rheostat

<jOl<

The Neutrodyne Circuit Radio Receiver.
inventor to make and sell them. In order to build knob, and the · push and pull switch fa between
the two.
this five-tube set you will need:
Bezels.-If ventillators are put in the panel
1 Formica or Bakelite panel 26x7x3-16 inches.
they will be directly over the rheostat knobs and
1 Baseboard, hardwood, 25x6x½ inch.
on a line with the jacks and switch.
1 Triple Fada lamp socket.
Tube Sockets.-Flat-head machine screws fas2 Single Fada lamp sockets.
ten the triple lamp socket on the back of the
8 Fada neutroformers.
panel behind the two rheostats.
The · other
2 Fada neutrodons.
tv,o sockets are fastened to the panel between
2 Audio transformers.
the 3d and the 2d and 2d and 1st neutro8 4-inch dials.
formel'S.
1 Fada vernier rheostat.
1 Fada power rheostat.
Shielding.-Should you shield the back of the
1 Push and pull switch,
panel with copper tissue it should go on before the
7 Double binding-posts.
instruments. Only that part from the side of the
1 Closed circuit jack.
vernier rheostat to the neutroformer side of the
1 Three-spring automatic jack.
panel need be shielded; and the copper must be
2 Fixed condensers .006 mfd.
cut away from around all instruments half an
1 Gridleak, 2 megohms.
inch. The shield can be grounded by soldering
1 Grid condenser, 00025 mfd.
· the end of a copper wire to it after the set is
28 feet tinned copper wire No. 14.
finished, and fastening the other end to the
28 feet insulating tubing.
ground bindin~-post.

----
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Dials.-It is not necessary to put on the dials
until the radio is nearly finished. All the above
instruments are fastened to the panel with the
baseboard detached. You will next assemble the
baseboard instruments.
- Trans/ ormers.-Both transformers stand behind the triple tube socket, the primary of the
end one pointing toward the power rheostat, and ,
the primary of the one behind the vernier rheostat pointing toward the first transformer. Both
tranformers can be screwed to the baseboard.
Arrange them well separated, yet so as to have
the wiring as short as possible.
. Neutrodons.-These two condensers are mounted with screws ·b etween the first and second, and
second and third neutroformers. They can be
placed at the edge of the baseboard. The adjustable brass tubes on them should be placed about
in the center of the glass tubes.
Binding-posts.-In this set the battery, ground
and aerial connections are brought to the back,
instead of defacing the handsome panel by attaching binding-posts to it, and bringing a tangle
of ugly wires to them. The posts are set along
the rear edge of the baseboard. The antenna and
ground posts, an inch apart, are behind the tuner.
- The 90- and 22-volt D battery, posts set an inch
apart, behind the second radio frequency unit
(3rd neutroformer) and the A battery posts are
placed near one of the transformers, each post
an inch apart. It is a safe plan to mark each of
these battery posts so you will not connect your
A wires to the B posts, and burn out your lamps.
You now have the two jacks, switch, two rheostats, three neuti·oformers and the lamp sockets
secured to the panel. The baseboard carries the
two neutrodons, seven binding-posts and the two
transformers. In order to facilitate wiring the
set it is best to, separate the panel from the baseboard.
Wiring.-Begin by connecting the negative
terminals of the lamp sockets and extend this
same long wire under the five sockets and solder
the end of it to the primary of the first neutroformer. In the diagTam the error was made of
showing the positive connected to this long lead.
If you reverse the positive and negative lamp
•~onnections on the diagram you will have it right.
When the negative side of the lamps are wired
you can wire the positive terminals, two of the
amplifying tubes being conne~ed together. Next
connect up the two rheostats and the switch to
the A battery posts.
·
You can now wire the telephone jacks and fixed
condensers. The stiff wiring of the condensers
will hold them in place without screwing them to
the baseboard. Another error shows in the diagram. The two inside connections to the fourpronged jack should be reversed after the negative filament error is corrected.
When wiring the neutroformers, which come
next, leave the wire that taps into the side until
the last, as the tap might break if the dangling
wire were struck or twisted. Be careful not to
make a connection to the tap on the first (tuner)
neutroformer. The taps on the second and third
neutroformers go to one terminal of each of the
neutrodons.
After the panel is all wired it is fastened to
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the baseboard and the neutrodon, transformer and
binding-post connections are made.
Adju.sting.-When the wirin~ is completed, the
set must be adjusted to make 1t function. There
is ,a commercial way to do this by the use of a
buzzer, dry cell and a 13-plate condenser shunted
across an inductance of 70 turns of No. 22 D. S.
C. wire on a 3-inch 0. D. form. Another way
follows: When a nearby station is broadcasting
insert four U. V. 201-A ,t ubes in the amplifying
sockets, a U. V. 200 tube in the detector socket
and plug in the ear phones. The detector tube is
the one behini:i the vernier rheostat. Pull out the
switch button. · See that the power rheostat is
shut off. Adjust the vernier and power rheostat
until just before you hear a decided frying noise.
Rotate the three neutroformer dials in step with
each other until you pick up the broadcast. When
you begin place the variable condenser dials approximately at 15 to 20 degrees. Then carefully
revolve them till the signals come in loudest.
Remove the first amplifier tube and readjust
the dials till the signals are lo11dest. .Bend a
small piece of paper around one of the filament
contact pins of the removed tube and return• the
tube to its socket. The plate and grid circuits of
the tube will function but the paper covering the
filament pin prevents the tube from lighting. The
signals will still be heard in the phones. By
moving the brass tube on the first neutrodon ( the
one placed at the left of the baseboard) the
strength of the signals will be varied. Make this
adjustment to a point where the signals are very
weak or disappear entirely. At this point remove
the tube from the socket and the signals should
come in loud .again. Return the tube to the socket
and the signals will vanish or sound very weak.
This is the desirel;l condition. Now fasten down
the set screw on the neutrodon to hold the brass
tube in the position where the signal is very faint.
Next remove the paper from the filament post
of the lamp and put the lamp in its socket, as this
finishes the adjustment of the first neutrodon. The
same procedure follows for the second tube and
second neutrodon. When the second neutrodon is
adjusted for the faintest signal fasten it and remove the paper from the leg of the lamp. These
adjustments are of course made with all lamps
lighted except the one cut out with the piece of
paper.
While the adjusting of both neutrodons is going on all three neutroformer dials should be adjusted for maximum signals. If a good adjustment cannot be secured one of the neutroformer
connections should be changed to the center tap
of the neutl'Odon.
As a further test, the dials should be rotated
the whole range of the receiver without picking
up beat notes, whistling, etc. If they occur the
ent ire receiver must be readjusted, wiring separated and other errors hunted down.
Aerial a,nd Ground.-The best aerial is a single wire 60 to 100 feet long, thirty or forty feet
in the air. If desired, however, you can obtain
good results with an indoor aerial of 30 to 60 feet
of insulated wire run along the picture molding at
one side of a room, thence down the hall, as a cil'cuit of one room gives poor results. This circuit
is not adapted to loop aerials, although some peo( Continued on Page 26)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FINDS BABY PLAYING WITH SNAKE
William Miller of Kane, Pa., found his son,
.fourteen months old, playing with a blacksnake
two feet in length in the kitchen of his home.
The infant had the snake in one hand and a large
spoon in the other and apparently had beaten the
snake until it was weak . The father induced his
son to give up the snake, although the child cried
indignantly.
$100,000 BALL PARK DESTROYED BY FIRE
Harrison Field, home of the Newark Bears, International League baseball team, was destroyed
by fire recently at an estimated loss of $100,000.
The blaze, which started in the grandstand just
after the crowd had left, completely• encircled the
field within a few minutes.
The park was ov.rned by the American and
National Baseball Leagues, and leased by the International League. It was built eight years ago.
Freight cars of the Pennsylvania Railroad, on
a siding near the park, and several frame dwellings caught fire. Calls were sent to nearby towns
for additional apparatus. A pall of smoke covered the entire city, although the ball park is over
a mile distant.
WILL STUDY WHALES
An offer of $5,000 a year with free food and
Jodiing and plenty of adventure thrown in is goIng begging because England has no modern
Jonah who knows whales intimately.
Last month the Colonial Office advertised for a
"director of research" to take charge of a scientific expedition that is scheduled to start next
spring for the Falkland Islands to study aquatic
mammal s and their habits. So far not a single
imitable application has been received and the
committee is still seeking the right man.
The purpose of the expedition is to obtain data
from which to frame legislation to prevent the
disappearance of leviathans from the oceans of
llae l;!lobe. The scientists will make an intimate

study of whales, endeavoring to learn whether
they are polygamous, how long they live, where
they spend the winter and what their annual
mileage is.
It seems that the waters of the Falklands aro
a fashionable summer whaling resort, but in winter the great mammals disappear. Inasmuch as
the islands are largely dependent upon the whaling industry the British Government would like
to know where they go. Scott's historic ship Discovery will carry the expedition, which will be
gone two and a hali years.

THE NEUTRODYNE CIRCUIT
RADIO RECEIVER
( Continued frotn Page 25)
ple have used them. The ground should be soldered to a cold-water pipe.
·
Connecting Batteries.-Hook the negative of a
45-volt battery to the positive of a second 45-volt
battery, and connect the negative of the second
battery to the positive of a third 45-volt battery.
Now run a wire from the positive of the first battery to the Bx 90 of the receiver. From the B90 post run a wire to the negative pole
of the second battery, and from the B-22
binding-post run a wire to the 22x on
the third B battery. The A batte1·y terminals are
usually marked so you will have no trouble to connect the A binding-posts to the proper terminals
of the filament battery.
Tuning.-The advantage of this receivey is that
in tuning you can select any station you want
once you have the right combination -of dial numbers for that station. The tuning is done -as follows: See that the rheostats are turned off. Plug
in the phones and speaker. Pull open 1he switch.
Turn the vernier and power rheostat to the right
slowly till you hear a slight noise, then turn till
you hear a hissing noise. Next set dials 2 and 3
on, say, 66 or 67, which will bring in 492 meters.
Next rotate dial 1 slowly over its entire length
and if any one is broadcasting on 492 meters they
will come in. Then readjust the dials slightly for
the loudest reception and a slight readjustment of
the vernier rheostat increases the intensity of the
signals. In tuning dials 2 and 3, rotate in step
with each other; should only move 2 degrees at a
time. Inside aerials give sharper tuning than
outside antenna.
A receiver log chart is provided by the manufacturers of the patente<} parts, so that you can
learn the number on which to set your dials to
get different stations. Once you learn the dial
settings for any particular station yeu can get
that station any time they are broarlcasting oy
merely setting the th1·ee dials at the numbers for
that station. These numbers are learned by
working out a wave length calibration scale furnished with the most of the patented parts.
Dry cells can be used with this set -with such
tubes as U. V.-199, W. D.-11, W. D.-12 and D. V.6. Such tubes work on a low filament current
consumption, but it is not advisable to use them. '
A detector U. V.-200 and four U. V.-201-A amplifier tubes are best adapted to the Neutrodyne
set, as they give louder, stronger and clearer ~
nals than the smaller tubes.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
WASTE LUMBER SAVES RAILROAD TIES
In line with the wave of conse1vation that is
sweeping the country, the United States Forest
Service has officially endorsed a plan whereby
pegs cut from waste lumber will be used to plug
holes in railroad ties and thus save them from
decay. It frequently happens that a railroad finds
it necessary to pull up a portion of its track and
relay it. Holes are left in the ties when the huge
spikes are pulled out and water soon enters these
holes, causing decay to start. The plugs a1·e to
be driven into the hofos left by the spikes, and
it is said that they are very efficacious in stopping the decay.
The cutting of the wooden pegs is the result of
a united effort to conserve the timber supply of
the country.
CHURCH 21 STORIES HIGH
The new Chicago Temple built by the Methodist Episcopal church at a cost of $3,100,000, located in Chicago's loop at the intersection of two
of the busiest thoroughfares in the world, will be
ready for its first official occupancy October 3,
when the Rock River conference of Northern Illinois convenes.
The total value of the building, one of the tallest churches in the world, and the ground on
which its stands will figure nearly $6,500.000.
The height of the strncture from street to top
of spire will be 556 feet, with twenty-one stories
devoted to church and office use. Tl<le doors of
the temple will be open to worshippers day and
night.
A MACHINE THAT READS CHARACTERS
By watchirg 1_, ,,,,, ~, , anrl ""cet ~d th_e face a
professor in :.. :.t,dC11e Wes tern umvers1ty reads
the character of persons sitting at an apparatus
he devised to classify students. Seated at a
bench, the subject is required to wor~ a series of
pedals and levers in resp~nse to s1gn~ls. _The
idea is to act quickly. It 1s a test against time.
The student who becomes nervous might not be a
steady hand at the wheel of an automobile or as
a motorman or engineer, the inventor thinks.
When a person goes to the machine and sits down
quickly, studies it out, and then works it right
and fast, and smiles and is eager, the inventor believes such a man or woman is aggressive and is
t o be trusted. Some come to the machine feeling
that it is silly. They perhaps make mistakes.
They do not act quickly. They frown. They grit
their t~eth. They give up soon. Such persons,
the " .e;;sor says, are easily discouraged.
LEWIS AND CLARK ROUTE
When President Jefferson sent out the expedition to explore the Louisiana territory, immediately after its purchase from France, it was under the command of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, and these pioneers penetrated from
the Mississippi River through territory now
forming parts of Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Nort~ Dakota,_ Montana, Idaho,

Washington and Oregon to the Pacific Ocean. The
members of the party were the first white men to
cross the continent between the Spanish possessions to the south and the British holdings to the
north.
The party left St. Louis May 14, 1804, and in
October were 1,600 miles on their journey north
and wintered there until April 7, 1805. Fourteen
men took back to St. Louis collections and reports. In April the expedition was at the mouth
of the Yellowstone River. A month later they
saw the Rocky Mountains.
The three forks of the Missouri River were discovered July 25 and named Jefferson, Madison
and Gallatin. The exploring party proceeded up
the Jefferson, crossed the Rockies in September,
started down the Columbia River Oct. 16, and on
Nov. 7 came in sight of the Pacific Ocean. They
wintered on the coast and started on the return
journey March 23, 1806, reaching St. Louis Sept.
23, having traveled a total distance of almost 8,500 miles.
EXPLORERS

TO

SEEK RUINED MAYA
CITIES
Carnegie Institution has developed plans f or a
series of expeditions to excavate the ruins of ancient Maya cities in the hope of revealing the secrets of that buried civilization.
The institution has been sending yearly expeditions for the last decade or so, but the next expedition will start next January and will be the
largest and most important archeological venture ever attempted on this continent. Some of
the best known scientists of America and Europe
will head the various departments of the expedition and their discoveries may literally turn present conceptions of primitive history upside down.
Permission has been granted by the governments concerned for the American scientists to
investigate rnins of the Maya cities in the jungles of Mexico and Guatemala. Dr. Sylvanus G.
Moreley, associate of the Institution in Middle
American Archeology, who has been conducting
explorations and studies in middle America for
nine years, is now in Yucatan to begin preliminary work of clearing the brush from the group
of structures which will form the first study.
No venture in recent years has excited so much
interest in scientic circles as the institution'll announcement that it intends to excavate the ruined
cities of what is genernlly accepted to have been
the first human race to inhabit this continE!nt.
Just what the explorers will find no man can predict, but officials of the institution predict t.ha~
the story buried in the tropical jungles of Mexico promises to become one of the most intriguing chapters in primitive history and to pl!r.ce
King "Tut" far in the background.
The Maya civilization, an aboriginal race,
flourished on this co ·tinent centuries before the
coming of Christ. It reached an amazingly high
stat!! of intellectual culture for that period and
then disappeared with a completeness that h,n.,
baffled science.
..>a,
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HERE AND THERE.
COST MILLIONS, CAMP DIX BUILDINGS GO
FOR $194,100.
At an average cost of $225 a building, the War
Department recently confirmed bids for approximately three-fifths of the structures in Camp
Barracks, officers' quarters and other
Dix.
buildings, which in war time cost the Government
several millions of dollars, were knocked down to
a Chicago house wrecking company for $194,100.
The buildings sold cover the portion of the big
camp unoccupied by the present garrison and the
summer training camps. None of the buildings
has been in use since demobilization. Originally
there were 926 .buildings, but the number was reduced to 860 by fires or removals. The purchasers will raze the buildings and remove the
lumber and equipment. The price represents
only a fractional part of the cost of the plumb•
ing alone.
SIGHT ADDS TO ENJOYMENT OF TASTE
.Did you eyer notice that the. old pipe never
tastes quite so good when smoked out of doors on
a dark night? The ordinary man is unconsciously accustomed to watch the smoke from his
pipe or cigarette and to gauge his puffs with his
eyes. He may not know that he watches it, but
he does, and, deprived of the opportunity, his subconscious self soon tells him that he can't see the
smoke. Accustomed as he is to enjoy the sight,
taste and smell of the smoke, when one sense fails
him he can no longer believe that he is smoking at
all. He could, of course, easily train his will to
depend upon taste and smell alone, but most of
us are never forced to such need and so continue,
without knowing it, to watch our smoke.
With food, the same relation between sight and
taste may be noticed. A very attractive looking
dish always tastes better than one less attractive. It is said that even the veteran smoker
would not be able to distinguish his favorite
cigarette from a group of others if he were to
smoke them in a dark room.
A SUNFISH NEST
The amiable SJ;lnfish, which is ever ready to try
its luck with a fishhook, builds its nest in the bed
of the woodland stream or quiet lake. The mottled creatures cruise among the pebbles and bottom grasses until they find some suitable spot for
their home and once a place has been selected they
set vigorously to work. First, they clear away
all the weeds and roots, tearing them up with
their teeth or by blows of their tails. Both fishes
stand over the spot creating a mimic whi:rlpool
with their tails which effectually drives away all
undesirable particles. The stones are them carried away, the smaller ones in their months, the
larger ones being. pushed out bodily or fanned
a.way by the whirlpool process. Finally, a spot
about 12 inches in diameter has been scooped out
with a sandy bottom. The stems and wE,eds at
the border of the spot fall over, forming a bower.
Here the eggs are deposited, the male and female
alternately wa.t1;hing them,

Sunfish often build in colonies as a protection
against intruders, and no sooner is an enemy
sighted than the whole colony is aro~sed_ and the
warriors go out to do battle and drive it away.
They have, however, one enemy that seems to
defy them, the pirate perch, which, 1ike th,e cuckoo, is either incapabl~ or too lazy to build i_ts
own nest, preferring to find a nest already bu_ilt
and there to deposit its eggs. The perch waits
until the sunfish has completed its nest and laid
its eggs, when it takes possession by force, sometimes only after a sanguinary and prolonged bat,.
tle. The nest once captured and the sunfish
evicted, the perches, male and female, install
themselves and lay their eggs among those of the
former occupants. When the eggs are hatched
the perches protect the little sunfish as jealously
as they do their own offspring until they are sufficiently able to take care of themselves.

RUNS HER WHEAT FARM, MAKES IT PAY
WELL
Making a wheat farm pay is more than many
an experienced Kansas farmer can do nowadays.
But Mrs. J. K Ford, a Pawnee county widow,
formerly. a school teacher, is doing that very
thing. She is running a wheat farm near Larned,
operating it successfully, doing all the management herself, and performing much of the actual
·
labor herself.
In the last seven years Mrs. Ford has run her
farm, five miles northwest of Sanford, and has
paid off every bit of several thousand dollars' pel'sonal indebtedness that existed \vhen her husband
died in 1916. She has mastered the details of
farm work so that there is no pa1'1; of it she is
not capable of doing, and in fact there are few
things on the farm she has not done over and over
again. She has personally worked in the fields,
listing and drilling wheat, run a mowing machine,
taken care of both cattle and ho=In addition to all th.is, lVL:s. ~brd has found
time to keep her house immaculate, to cultivate ~,
roses and other flowers, to plant a large vegetable
garden each year, to keep her large lawn closecropped like a lawn on a paved street, to plant
trees year after year and make them grow, and
become inviting for birds-she does not keep a
cat on the place. Mocking birds, orioles, thrushes
and song sparrows make this their home.
Before her marriage Mrs. Ford was Jessie
Musselman. She taught school for four years in
Larned.
The Ford farm has 400 acre . For the first
few years Mrs. Ford tried farming the wheat
land herself, but for the last three years she has
rented 240 acres of wheat land, reserving 160
acres for stock purposes. While she was farming
the wheat land she hired her labor, sometimes
a man alone and sometimes a man and wife, by - ,
the month. The first fall after Mr. Ford's death
the ground was all ready to sow to wheat, and
Mrs. Ford hired a man to put in the crop, but
the wheat was l'.>lown out and nothing was raised.
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"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S. Course
has b~en worth $95 to me! My position, my
$5,000 a year income, my home, my family's
happiness-I owe it all to my spare time training with the Scranton Schools!"
Every mail brings letters such as this from
some of the thousands of I. C. S. students. For
31 years, in offices, stores, shops, factories,
mines, railroads-in every line of technical
and commercial work-men have been winning promotion and increased salaries through
spare time study with the I. C. S. Over
180,000 men are getting ready right now for
bigger jobs ahead.
What are you doing with the hours after
supper? Can you afford to let them slip by
unimproved when you can easily make them
mean so much?
No ma~ter where you live, the I. C. S. will
come to you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small your means, we have a
plan to meet your circumstances. No matte(
how limited your previous education, the simply written, w;onderfully illustrated I. C. S.
lessons make it easy to learn. No matter what
career you may choose, some one of the 300
J. C, S. Courses will surely suit .your needs.

One hour a day spent with the I. C. S. will
prepare you for the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, it will! Put it up
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HO murdered John Blaire ? The country was stunned by the crime mystery of the year. A rich re,,
ward was offered. There were clews a-plenty. Circumstantial evidence pointed to a dozen men. But the
Disrict Attorney didn't dare bring any one of them to trial. Then the Finger Print Expert stepped in I
With feverish excitement the crowd in the court• I can do the same for YOU. You may study right at home-'in
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room listened. Judge, jury, attorneys and onlookers leaned forward in strained silence, eager to catch every word. The young
Finger Print Expert in the witness chair was the center of attraction, as with calm assurance, he gave the evidence that
convicted the murderer, and brought him the $2500 reward.
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a Finger Print Expert!
T.G.Cooke.
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I have trained hundreds of the men now prominent in the Profession. For instance there's
Harry Passno, Chief of the Iowa State Bureau.
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CURIOUS
LENSES
It is reported
that, after many
years of experimentation, a
French scientist
has succeeded, by
using glass shells
filled with fluid,
in producing optical lenses said to
be as good as the
best m a s s i v e
glass lenses in
present use, and
of much greater
size.
The importance
of such an invention in the field
of astronomy is
obviously great.
The average large
lens manufactured out of massive
glass for astronomical purposes
has a diameter of
about one and a
half meters, and
it requires a periseveral
of
od
years to make it,
while the price
is much in excess
of $100,000. Such
a lens, it is claimed, may be manufactured by the
process
French
mentioned in a
few weeks, at a
cost of from $500
to $750.
The lens consists of a fluid
substance inclosed between two
hard
unusually
surfaces,
glass
similar to watch
crystals, in which
refractive
th e
powers and other
c h a r a c t eristic
properties are so
cliosen that the
g 1 a s s surfaces
not only serve to
hold the fluid, b.u t
also combine with
the fluid to overcome such defects
as are scarcely to
be avoided in or- dinary lenses. It
ls for this reason
also that the lens
b .achromatic.
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11 han<lsoo1e raincoat to one person In each
Jocallty who will show and recommend it to
friends. It you want one write today.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept. 153
Mt. Vernon,N. Y.

er~u~~~~efor Ts':i11TngK~~f;

80 cards ot Dress Snap-Fa.••
teners at 10c per ca.rd. Easily
EARN BIG MONEY
Sold.
'OR PREMIUMS. Order your

SP-.a-CJ.ALL~

-~~!.g
;,.,,,._- -boaaht befor• recent tariff r aise

;~:r\ir.&;,a~~;.!f~r:~7-:b~~~
tl::e~i~'
matic,41-4in. long,our No. 74B110,apa•

clal at $6.$5.

Or re~lar $23.00 heavyee.rvice 82-calibro,10-shot automatic, 6 in. Iona-,our No. 74B120,speclalat$9.7S. EXTRA
MACAZINE FREE with each gun. Both size• shoot

• tanda.rd cartridges.

all

PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY plu• llOOtace.
Money back promptly If Not S.tlsfied.

CONSUMERS CO., Dept. 74•

1265 Droadway,N.Y.

~:
1oP.v ,1:-:r~°:c.
)2Months
pJan.
liberal year to
pap

T l ~ :~:!•·wtf~P!r•t!!!;~r::~
& :'eW Pri.:!e11 . SO a., ti·lal off'er and t.rnts.

ComvanY:~
iu:ead(yde
ft!

0

Genuine FortlAn
11!'tJ .8 I~wcs,
Venezuol&,

Uevee lnallttle while. P•7 wbeo -U.
'l'e117011rfrtends abouttbl1. Wrli:. i!~r-'dli.
meatonce. DR. ROCK. •
llox 737 Mllwllllkll. WI&.
t>evt.

TOBACCO

you eelecttrom 44 Styles, colons and

1lzee. Dell•ered tn>e on avpro.-al ex.
pres. 1>repatd tor 30 D•t-• FreeTrlal,

D•p~ cissChica~o

GOITRE

I ban an boneet. pronn nmed7 for
•olt•• Cbl,."1 neck). It obeou th•
si-owth 11\ once, re4UCff tbe enlarge.
ment,etope pain and c1lltreu and re-

u,

f!~t~f!~!!~1!!
OU?'

cards TO-DAY. Send no money.
you till goods are sold.
AMERIOAN SPECIALTY CO.
Lancaster, p,._
Ilox 127 Z
We trust

'

Brand new blue oteel '
dooble safety automatlco

Cured or No Pay
Habit
Any form, ciaan,ciaaNtte1,pipe, chewinc or•nuff

toc!Q

Stamp1 - Mexico Wa.t
Sal•ador and
Servke. OuatemQ..la, China. otc, 0 n fy finest

Indlatoe

approval sheet,. 50 to 60 %. Aqents Wanted. Bit
72-p. Lists Free. We Buy Stamp,. Est.ab. 25 Yrs.
Hu •sman Stamp Co., llu;,~ l:i2 St. Louis. llo.

Guaranteed . Harmleaa Complete treatmentaeol
nw tri,.t Co•ta Sl .00 if it curoa. NothinQ' if it faila.

SUPERBA CO. 11-21, BaUiaere, Mel.

1i~• :it{~fo,l~~~~
IU•Jdel:
OR.QIJAYLE. SANITARIUM. Dq,e, 971 MADIS0N.0IIIQ

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST IS~UES - -

HY.>4 Youn~ Wild West In tbe Golden Valley; or, Arietta s Indian Sign.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'l'bleves.
1056 " and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
1057 " Almost Beaten; or, The SecTet of the Blasted
Pine.
1058 •· Buffalo Runt; or, Arletta•~ Awful ltlCle.
105!! " at Bolivar Butte; or, 'l'he Cnm1> That Was Run
by "Bad" M~n.
10(;0 •· and the Trapped TroopeTS; or, Arletta and the
Apaclie Amhusl1.
1001 " and the Cowgirl Queen ; or, The Clean-up nt
Ranch Forty.
1002 " and the Indian Agent: or, Arlelta's Daring
Expose.
1063 " and the Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made a Friend.
1064 " anrl the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Alternative.
1065 " and "Spotted Sam"; or Tralllng a Halfbreed.
1060 " Scrimmage In Mexico; or, Arietta 11nd the Vaquero Dandy.
1067 " Balking the "Bad" !\fen; or, Saved by the Clever
C'hlnee.
1068 " Lending the Cowboys; OT, Arletta's Fight Wlth
the Rustlers.
1069 " Ontwlttlng the Outlaws; or, Dnn/ly Dick's Dellance.
1070 " Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta and the Redskin Princess.
1 071
" and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang ot
the Gulch.
1072 " and the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 " Fightlnp: the Flre Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
ot Cattle. '
1075 " and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Savell
the Settlement.
1076 " Staking a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Grizzly Bear.
1077 " Roplnp: the "Ghost Dancers"; or, · Spoiling an
Indian Outbreak.
1078 " Captnrlng a Claim: or, Arletta nnd the Gold
Pocket.
1070 " anrl the Deadwood Dead shot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard t.o Beat.
1080 " R"8culng a Rancbmnn; or, Arl<'tta and the
Renegade C.owho:v•.
!081 " Betrayed by a Greaser; or, ~en led In an .A½tec
Tomb.
1082 " Flp:bt at the Forks; or, Arietta nnd the Lost
Emigrant Train.
10R:l " and the Desperado; or, The MnRkPrl Men of t11e
Mountain.
TOR4 " Weston Welcotne • or, AriPttn's Birthdnv Gift.
'0R5 " Rapid-Fire Fig-ht': or. Holrllng n Gll'e ,,r Gold.
1086 " at. a Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletw. Calling a
Blull'.
'087 " nnil Se-nor Santo: or, 'l'h<' ~rignnds or the
Jlorder.
JOR.'l " CalJlng the- Ca valrv : nr, Ar!Pttn'R 'l'llrlllln,:r Ride.
108ll " Re-ndy Rifle; or, The Bullet 'fhet Found a
Mark.
1000 " Road Agent Round-Up; or, Arfrtta Cnrryin;.
the Mail.
For sate bv all newsdealer•, or w111 be kent t..., an:,
"dd1"e• 1 on re~t-ipt of prl<-e, 7e per <"OPY, In money 01
oostn_e-e ,tamp•. by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Puhli•her, Inc.,
New York City
16G W••t 23<1 Street,

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Price 35 Cents Per Copy

'.l'bis book contains all the m ost recent changes ln tbe
method of constructio11 and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of s,;enario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
H you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
sr, cents, In money or postage stamps, and we wlll
mail you one. postage free. Address
L. Sl~NARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New Yo,·k, N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject.
No. 1.
BOOK . -

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULU~l

AND

DREA...."'11

Containing the great oracle of human destiny: also the tntP meaning of almost any klnd of
dreams, together with charms, C'erc1uonles, and curious
games of en rds.
No. 2. HOW TO no TRICKS. - The !!l'ellt book of~
magic ni1<'1 cqrcl trickR, containing fnll in~tructlon on all
the lending Ntrd tricks of the clay, also the most popular
maglcnl lllnRlons as pPrforme<I by our learllllll: magiclrtns; everv ho,v ~houltl obtain a copy of this hook.
No. a. now To FLIRT. - Tbe ·arts and ,vnes of
fllrtatlou are fully !'Xplalned by tl1is little hook. Jlesl,ks the various methods of handkerchief, fan. glove,
parasol, window and hat fllrtatlou, 1t contains n full list
of the Jangnnge of and sentiments of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ls the title of this llttlP hook.
It coutalnR fnll Instructions in th<) art of dancing, etiquette In tlie lrnllroom and at parties, how to dress, nnd
full rllrectlo1rn for calllnp: off in all popuJn_r souare rl:rnces.
No. 5. now TO JlrAKE LOVE. - A complPte guide to
Jove. courtship nncl marriage, givini,: senslhle ndvice.
rules aud Ptlquette to he obsnved. with many cnrlous
anrl Interesting- thlnp:s not genPra!ly kuown.
No. 6. now TO BECOl\lE A,~ ATHLETE. - Givln,::
fuJl Instructions for the use of dumbbells, lnd!nn ~lnhs,
parallel hars, horizontal bars and vaTious o! her m<'thods
of <levf'loplni,: n good, healthy muscle; containing over
sixty lllnstrations
No. 7. HOW TO KF.EP BIRDS. - Handsom<'lv lllns•
traterl n_n<'I rontnroing<fnll instr.nctlons fol' the mnnagement and tralnlng of the c:,nary, mocking bird, l!obollnk,
blackblrd, pn1·oquet, parrot. etc.
No. 8.

JTOW TO BEC0ll[E A VENTRILOQUIST. -

By Harry Kennedy. Every intelligent boy rending this
hook of instrnctlons can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for hlmaelf and friencls. It ls the great~·
est book ever publlshe-d.
No. 10. HOW TO nox. - The art of self-clefens~ made
easy. Containing ovc1· thirty !Jlustrntlons of gnnrrls,
hlowR. an/I the different positions of a _good boxer.
Every hoy should ohtnln onP ot t11ese useful and lnstrurtive hooks, as It wlll tench you how to box without
an lnstrnctor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS. -A most
complete Uttle bool<. containing full direction~ fpr writing lov,,-Ietters, anrl when to use tlwm, glvlllg specimen !Ptters for young OllCl old.
No. 1.2. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES. -

Glving complete instructions for writing letters to luilles
on nll subj ects; nlso letters of introduction, notes nnd
requests.
No. 13.

now

TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUJ<J'l'TE.

- It ls n grent life secret, and one that e,•ny young
man desires t,o know all about. There's happiness ln it.
No. H. HOW TO HAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook for mnklne; all kinds of candy, lee-creams, syrups,
esqences. etc., etc.
No. 17. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Con-

tainlng comJJlPte 1nstrnctlons for performing over sixty
mecllanicnl trlcl,s Fnlly Illustrated.
No. 18. HOW TO BECO~rn BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
hrlghtest nnd most valuable little books ever given to
th<> ,n,rlcl. Everybody wishes l·o know how to bPcome
beautiful, both male nnd female. Tbe secret ls simple,
an,1 almost costless.
No. 20.
l'ARTY. -

✓

l:

HOW TO Ji]NTERTAIN AN EVENING
A complete compenclinm of p:ames, sports.

card diversions, comir recitals, etc .. sultahle for parlor
or rlrawlng-room enter1 olnment. It contains more for
tl1 e money than n_ny hook publisl1P<l.
No. 21. 110,v •ro HUNT A N D FJSII.-Tlle most complete huntinr.: and fi shlng guirlc ever publlsbPd. It contain ~ ful.l luAtructions about guns, hunting dogs. traps,
trapph, ~ and fishing, together with description or game
nn/1 tlsb.
No, 23. now ·To EXPLAIN DREAMS. - This little
honk gl,ea the explanation to all kinds of dreams, tog e ther with lnrky and unlucky dnys.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN. - Containing full directions :!'or writing to gentle-

men on all subjects.

For sale by all newsd~alern or will be sent to
any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy.
in money or postage stamps, by
-·

HARRY E. WOLJ.i'F, Publisher, Ine.
New York

166 West 23d Street

20 Yeara OldMakes Almost
ssooaMonth

It's your own fault if you don't earn more. Blame ·

Dlckeraon Gets
$7,SOOa Year
.. I earned $80 a week
when l •tarted with yoo$60 • week when half
tbro-asrb your course. Now
I clean UD at the rate of
$7,600 a year. Thank :,ou
a thousand times for what
you did for me. Electricity paya bl1r on th~
ffl rm." Herbert M.
Dickereon. Warrentown.
Virtrioia.

520,00 a Day for
Schreck
•• uae my name aa a
reference end depend on
me ao a booster. Tbo blireo • t thinR I ever did wee
anawer :,our advertisement.
I am averaging
better than $500 a month
from my own business
now. I used to make
$18.00 • week."

A. Schreck.
Phoenix, Ariz.

yourself if you stick to your small pay job when I have made it so
easy for you to earn $3500 to $10,000 a year as an electrical expert.
Electrical Experts are badly needed. Thousands of men must be
trained at .once. One billion dollars a year is being spent for
electrical expansion and everything is ready but the men. Will
you answer the call of this big pay field? Will you get ready now
for the big job I will help you get? The biggest money of your
life is ';'aiting for you.

I Will Train You at Home
I will train you just like I trained the five men whose pictures

you see here. Just like I have trained thousands of other men-ordinar:,,, every,

day sort of fellows-pulling them out out of the deptbe of starvation wages into Jobe that
pay $12.00 to $30.00 a day. Electricity offers you more opportunities-bigger opportunitiesthan any other line and with my easily learned, spare time $OUrse. I can fit YOU fo,: one of
the biggest jobs in a few short months' time.

Quick and Easy to Learn
Don't let any doubt about your being able to do what these other

men have done rob you of your just success. Pence and Morgan and these other

fellows didn't have a thing on you when they started. You can easily duplicate their sue..
cess. Age. lack of experience or lack of education makes no difference. Start jost as yoa
are and I will guarantee the result with a eh:ned monf>y back guarantee bond. U .
you are- not 100% satisfietl with my course it won't cost you a cent.

FREE-Electrical Working OUtiit and Tools
Pence Earn•
$9,000 a Year
W. E, Pence, CbehaliB,
Waab. aaya:. "Your
course pot me where I am
today, Mr. Cooke-making
$760 a month doing automobile electrical w or k
- think of lt-$9,000 a
7ear. Besides that I am
my own boaa. My wife
join• me in thanklnir yon
for what yoll did for as . ''

In addition to giving my students free employment service and

~r;:e;f~T~1!:J!~::ri~~7J;t;~!n!~is;r!Z:er:Iaf:ia a;.~~F~Y!;t~c :-:0\~~_o~tefi~ne~hl:g\~:
ners' outfit ever gotten together. You do practical work right from the ·start. After the
3

0

first few lessons it enables yoo to make extra money every ·week doing odd electrical jobs
in your spare time. Some students make as high as $26 to $36 a week in spare time work
while learning. Tb.is outfit is all FREE.

Mail Coupon for FREE BOOK
-the Vital Facts oi the Electrical Industry

The coupon below will bring you my big free.._electrical book$JO to $50
a Day for

.J. R, Morgan
t .Wben l i, tarted on
your course I waa a carponter'a h elper, clLrning
around $6.00 a day. Now
I make from ;so to $60 a
day and am buey all
tho time. llae thla letter
If you want to - I atand
behind It.''

J, R.

,;,-R•••

ff •••••••········•··•···••

N.~~':~e. Ohio.

••••· ..··•••••

g,y~~/_l!_OP!~;\r;;s;~:;.,, f~;tu~~~; tZ,h,e.J~!~.:1iRtat~o¥M&u~ ~~f~rt~,:,J~i'i~ri:1

;1;;:

Along with the book I will send you a sample lesson, a credit check allowing you a $45.60
reduction, my guarantee bond and particulars of tbe mott wonderful pay-raising course in
the world. Send the coupon now- this very second may be the
turning point in your life. Send it while the desire for a better job
and more money is upon you, to

L. L COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 206
JI ••••·········•······•

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago
•..........................................

·! L. L. COOKE, Chief Engine:r, Chicago Engineering Worka,

:~ Dept.. 206, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Ill.
,e

Without obligating me in any way send me
·: the "Vital Facts," your Free Book, Sample
; Lessons and particulars of your Free O',tfit
i Offer, Free Employment. Service. an!l p~oof
, that you can fit me for a big-pay electncal Job.

l'!

S

. ~.

Name ............................................ ......................... .
:
:
Address... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . :

,.................................. ............................................................................................... .
,
~

